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An extensive experimental investigation has been conducted to study
the load-carrying capacity of cold-formed steel web elements subjected to
partial edge loading which may cause web crippling or web buckling. In
this experimental work emphasis was concentrated on the cold-formed steel
structural members having single unreinforced webs with stiffened
flanges.
In 1980, American Iron and Steel Institute CAIS!) revised its "
Specification for the Design of Cold-Formed Steel Structural Members ".
For the design of beam webs, Section 3.5.1 of the AISI Specification
provides the design criteria for web crippling. This thesis discusses the
experimental work including some specimens with small length-to-depth
ratios which may cause web buckling rather than web crippling. The failure
mode for these specimens is beyond the scope of the current AISI
Specification.
Based on the results of tests conducted in this study, new design
expressions have been developed to determine the critical web buckling
load. Recommended design criteria are proposed for cold-formed steel
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In recent years, thin-walled, cold-formed steel structural members
have been widely used in the United States and abroad. This type of
members has gained increasing use in building construction and different
structural systems because such members usually provide many advantages
such as favorable strength-to-weight ratio, ease of prefabrication and
d · d f d . d· 11' 1.2mass pro uctlon, all ast an easy erectlon an lnsta atlOll.
In the United States, the design of cold-formed steel structrual
members is presently based on the" Specification for the Design of Cold-
Formed Steel Structrual Members, II which was published by American Iron
and Steel Institute (AISI) in 1980. 3 Section 3.5 of the AISI Specification
provides the design criteria for web crippling. It contains four different
equations for determining the allowable loads to prevent web crippling of
beams having single unreinforced webs with stiffened flanges. Each of the
formulas applies to a specific loading condition which was established by
the web crippling tests conducted previously by Winter and his associates
at Cornell University4 with the judgement of the AISI committee on
Specification.
The classification of the loading conditions specified in the AISI
provisions is currently based on (1) the distance between the bearing
edges of a concentrated load or reaction and the adjacent opposite
concentrated load or reaction designated as e2 (Figure 1.1) and (2) the
from the edge of bearing of a reaction or ameasurede 1












2 Te2 e2 _T~_e~- - -
}
Fig. 1.1 Designation of Distances e 1 and e Z Specified
in the Current AISI Specification
3
There are four loading conditions listed in the current AISI
S 'f' , 3pecl. l.catl.on:





Z. Interior one-flange loading condition for e
Z
>1.5h and e1~1.5h.
3. End two-flagne loading condition for eZ~1.5h and e 1<1.5h.
4. Interior two-flange laoding condition for e
Z
S1.5h and e1~1.5h.
where h is the clear distance between flanges measured along the plane of
the web. The application of these loading conditions is illustrated in
Figure 1. Z. 5





selected on the basis of e ~ 1.5h used in the previous web crippling
Z
tests for interior one-flange loading condition. The effect of other e
Z
values on the web crippling load has not been studied in the past.
In 1983, an experimental study was carried out at the University of
Missouri-Rolla (UMR) by the author to determine the effects of e 1 and e Z
distances on the web crippling loads for different loading conditions. It
was intended to develop additional expressions for the design of cold-
formed steel beams to prevent web buckling for different loading
conditions.
B, PURPOSE OF INVESTIGATION
The objective of this investigation was to study the structural
behavior of cold-formed steel beam webs subjected to partial edge loading.
It was intended to examine the type of failure modes and to develop
revised and/or new design criteria on the basis of the research findings.
In order to achieve these objectives, an experimental study was
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various lengths of cold-formed steel channels having single unreinforced
webs with stiffened flanges.
C. SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION
In this study, theoretical and experimental investigations have been
carried out on the structural behavior of cold-formed steel beam webs
subjected to partial edge loading. This investigation was concentrated on
the cold-formed steel channels having single unreinforced webs with a
limited scope on (l) the type of flanges, (2) the depth-to-thickness
ratios, (3) the yield points of steel, and (4) the thicknesses of
materials. Other types of cold-formed steel sections are beyond the scope
of this investigation.
As the initial step of the investigation, available technical
publications and research reports related to the behavior of web elements
subjected to partial edge loads have been reviewed in detail. Section II
of this thes is contains a summary of previous research work and a
literature review. In this section, design criteria for preventing web
crippling based on different specifications are also presented. Section
III discribes the experimental study and presents the test results. The
preparation of test specimens and test setup are discussed in this
section. Section IV presents comparisons of test results and computed
loads by using the current AISI design criteria and the newly developed
expressions. Also included in Section IV are the design recommendations to
prevent web crippling and web buckling for cold-formed steel beams having
single unreinforced webs with stiffened flanges. Finally, Section V
contains the conclusions for this study.
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
A. GENERAL
The buckling strength of a thin plate subjected to localized edge
I d ' h b d' d b h 6-13 I h ' , . I foa 1ng as een stu 1e y many researc ers. n t e 1n1t1a step 0
this investigation, previous experimental and theoretical studies of web
plates subjected to partial edge loading were reviewed in detail.
It is well-known that when the idealized simply supported thin plates
subject to compressive loads they may not fail at tlleir elastic buckling
loads but develop a sizable post-buckling strength. It is important to
consider the post-buckling strength of such plates for the design of cold-
2formed steel members. Because of the complexity of the web crippling
behavior, empirical expressions are presently used for the design of cold-
formed steel beams to prevent web crippling.
In this stage of study, the design criteria being used in different
specifications for preventing web crippling were also reviewed in detail.
B. BUCKLING STRENGTH OF THIN PLATES SUBJECTED TO PARTIAL EDGE LOADING
1. Uniformly Distributed Load. For a simply supported plate
subjected to a uniformly distributed load as shown in Figure 2.1(a), the
elastic critical buckling load can be analyzed by using Eq.
P = K n2 D/h2cr
62.1 :
(2.1)
where P = elastic critical buckling load (per unit length ofcr
the plate)
3 2





















( b) Plate Buckling Coefficient, K, v s.
the Aspect Ratio, L/h




E =Young's modulus of elasticity
t =thickness of the plate
K =buckling coefficient depending on the aspect ratio, Llh
h = depth of the plate
L = length of the plate
As shown in Figure 2.1(b), the buckling coefficient, K, is equal to 4
for a square plate, and approaches 1 for long plates.
2. Two Equal and Opposite Concentrated Loads. For a simply
supported rectangular plate subjected to two equal and opposite
concentrated loads as shown in Figure 2.2(a), the elasic critical buckling
load can be determined by Eq. 2.2 according to Timoshenko and other
7 8researchers: '
P = K IT D/hcr (2.2)
where P is the elastic critical buckling load and D, v, E, t, K, h, and Lcr
are as defined in Section II.B.1.
Because the buckling coefficient K varies with the aspect ratio of
Llh, Yamaki has studied the variation of K with Llh and summarized the
results as shown in Figure 2.2(b).8 In Figure 2.2(b), m represents the
number of half sine waves in the longitudinal direction.
3. Two Equal and Opposite Localized Partial Loads. Recently, the
buckling of flat rectangular plates subjected to localized edge loading
11 12
has also been analyzed by Khan and Walker. ' It was found that the
buckling load may be determined by a general expression involving loading
and geometric parameters.
For a simply supported rectangular plate loaded along two opposite
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(b) Plate Buckling Coefficient, K, v s.
the Aspect Ratio, L/h
Fig. 2.2 Simply Supported, Rectangular Plate Subjected to
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(b) Buckling Coefficient, K, v s. Bearing Length/Depth
(N/h) Ratio for Square Plates
Fig. 2.3 Simply Supported, Rectangular Plate Loaded Along
. 11 12
a Part of Two 0ppos1te Edges '
be computed by using Eq. 2.3
P = K rr 2 D/hcr
11
(2.3)
where P = elastic critical buckling loadcr
K = buckling coefficient depending on L/h and Nih ratios
D, v, E, t, h, Nand L are as defined above.
It can be seen that for plates loaded along a bearing length N on two
opposite edges, the buckling coefficient K varies with the aspect ratio of
L/h and the variable Nih, as shown in Figure 2.3 (a) . 11,12 For square
plates (L/h = 1), the variation of the buckling coefficient K with the Nih
ratio is shown in Figure 2.3(b).
4. Partial Load on One Edge. The elastic stability of a simply
supported plate subjected to a partial load on one edge as shown in Figure
2.4(a) has been studied by Zetlin. 13 It was found that the elastic
critical buckling load can be computed by using Eq. 2.4:
P = K rr 2 D/L2cr (2.4)
where P = elastic critical buckling loadcr
K = buckling coefficient depending on NIL and h/L ratios
N = bearing length of the applied load
D, v, E, t, hand L are as defined above. For this case, the buckling
coefficient K varies with NIL and h/L ratios as shown in Figure 2.4(b).
Based on the research findings of Khan and Walker,11,12 Eq. 2.3 can
also be used to determine the buckling load for simply supported
rectangular plates loaded along a bearing length N on one edge if an
appropriate buckling coefficient is used in the formula. The variation of
the buckling coefficient K with L/h ratio and the variable Nih is shown in
Figure 2.5(a). For square plates(L/h = 1), the variation of the buckling
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C. DESIGN CRITERIA FOR WEB CRIPPLING
Because of the difficulty of developing theoretical expressions for
predicting the web crippling load, empirical formulas are now used in
various specifications for the design of cold-formed steel beams. The
following review deals with the AISI Specification, Canadian
Specification, Swedish Specification, and European Recommendations.
1. AISI Specification-1980 Edition. In Section 3.5 of the 1980
Edition of the AISI Specification,3 the following expressions are given
for determining the allowable web crippling loads for cold-formed steel
members having single unrein forced webs:
To avoid crippling of unreinforced flat webs of flexural members
having a flat width ratio, hit, equal to or less than 200, neither
concentrated loads nor reactions shall exceed the value of P 11 given in
a ow
Eq. 2.5 to Eq~ 2.9. Webs of flexural members for which the ratio, hit, is
greater than 200 shall be provided with adequate means of transmitting
concentrated loads andlor reactions directly into the webs.
The following formulas apply to beams when Rlt ~ 6 and to deck when
Rlt ~ 7, Nit ~ 210, and Nih S 3.5.
a. One-Flange Loading Condition. At locations of one concentrated
load or reaction acting either on the top or bottom flange, when the clear
distance between the bearing edges of this and adjacent opposite
concentrated loads or reactions is greater than 1.5h (i.e, e2 > 1.5h), as
shown in Figure 2.6.
1) End One-Flange Loading. For end reactions of beams or
concentrated loads on the end of cantilevers when the distance from the
edge of bearing to the end of the beam is less than 1.5h, (i.e., e 1 <
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(b) Interior One-Flange Loading Condition
Fig. 2.6 One-Flange Loading Condition
For stiffened flanges





2) Interior One-Flange Loading. For reactions and concentrated
loads when the distance from the edge of bearing to the end of the beam is
equal to or larger than 1.Sh (i.e., e
1
~ 1.Sh), as shown in Figure 2.6(b).
For stiffened and unstiffened flanges
2
Pallow = t KC 1C2Ca(291-0.41(hjt)) (1+0.007(Njt)) ** (2.7)
b. Two-Flange Loading Condition. At locations of two opposite
concentrated loads or of a concentrated load and an opposite reaction
acting simultanously on the top and bottom flanges, when the clear
distance between their adjacent bearing edges is equal to or less than
1.Sh (i.e., e2 ~ 1.Sh), as shown in Figure 2.7.
1) End Two-Flange Loading. For end reactions of beams or
concentrated loads on the end of cantilevers when the distance from the
edge of bearing to the end of the beam is less than 1.Sh, (i.e., e
1
<
1.Sh), as shown in Figure 2.7(a):
For stiffened and unstiffened flanges
2
Pallow = t KC 3C4Ca (132-0.31(hjt))(1+0.01(Njt))
* When Njt > 60, the factor (1+0.01(Njt)) may be increased to
(0.71+0.01S(Njt)).
(2.8)





(a) End Two-Flange Loading Condition
( b) Interior Two-Flange Loading Condition
Fig. 2.7 Two-Flange Loading Condition
2) Interior Two-Flange Loading.
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For reactions and concentrated
loads when the distance from the edge of bearing to the end of the beam is
equal to or larger than 1.5h(i.e., e
1
~ 1.5h) as shown in Figure 2.7(b).
For stiffened and unstiffened flanges
2
Pallow = t KC 1C2Ce(417-1.22(h/t)) (1+0.0013(N/t))
In the above formulas,











= (1.15-0.15(R/t)) < 1.0 but not less than 0.50
Cs = 0.7+0.3(S/90)2
K = F /33
Y
F = yield point of web, ksi
y
h = clear distance between flanges measured along the plane of web,
in.
t = web thickness, in
N = actual length of bearing, in
R = inside bend radius, in
S = angle of web inclination, degree (see Figure 2.8)
Equations 2.5 to 2.9 were derived originally from the Cornell
4Research and revised according to the recent research carried out by
Hetrakul and Yu at the University of Missouri-Rolla. 14
2. Canadian Specification. The present Canadian Standard, S136-
197415 , contains in Section 5.5.4 the following provisions for preventing
web crippling of cold-formed steel members having single unreinforced
webs.
19
Fig. 2.8 Typical Cross Section Used in the Research by Baehare 17
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To avoid crippling of unreinforced beam webs having a web slenderness
ratio, hIt, equal to or less than 150, concentrated loads and reactions in
the plane of the web shall not exceed the value of P 11 given in Eqs.
a ow
2.10 and 2.11.
a. For end reactions or for concentrated loads on outer ends of
cantilevers:
For corner radius up to 4t,
P = 0.01t 2F (98+4.2(N/t)-0.022(N/t)(h/t)-0.011(h/t))allow y
x(1.15-0.05(R/t))(4-K) (2.10)
b. For reactions of interior supports or for concentrated loads,
located anywhere on the span:
For corner radii up to 4t,
P = 0.01t2F (305+2.3(N/t)-0.009(N/t)(h/t)-0.5(h/t))allow y
x(1.06-0.06(R/t))(3.67-0.67K) (2.11)
c. For corner radii larger than 4t, tests shall be made in accordance
with Section 8 of the Standard. 15
In Eqs. 2.10 and 2.11, P 11 represents the allowable concentrateda ow
load or reaction for one solid web sheet connecting top and bottom
flanges. For webs consisting of two or more such sheets, P 11 shall be
a ow
computed for each individual sheet and the results added to obtain the
allowable load or reaction for the composite web.
For loads located close to ends of beams, provision (b) of this
section applies provided that, for cantilevers, the distance from the free
end to the nearest edge of bearing, and, for a load close to an end
support, the clear distance from edge of end bearing to the nearest edge
of load bearing is at least 50 per cent larger than the web depth, h.
Otherwise provision (a) of the section applies.
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In the above formulas,
Pallow = computed allowable load or reaction, per web
t = web thickness
F = tensile yield strength of the web
y
h = clear distance between flanges measured along the plane of web
N = actual length of bearing, but not to exceed the width h
K = F /33
Y
R = inside bend radius
The above Canadian Specification is the same as the 1968 Edition of
the AISI Specification.
3. Swedish Specification. In Sweden, the design of web crippling
load is based on the StBK-N5-1978 Code for Structural Use of Steel and
Aluminium Sheeting prepared by the National Swedish Committee on
Regulations for Steel Structures,16 Stockholm 1978 (In Swedish). Equation
2.12 gives the ultimate web crippling load for interior one-flange loading
of cold-formed steel members having single unreinforced webs.
P I = 1.8t2 /E1C(1.0-0.1/RTE)(1+0.0l(N/t)) (2.4+(8/90)2)
u t Y
where P = computed ultimate web crippling load, per webult
t = web thickness
E = Young's modulus of elasticity
F = yield strength of the weby
R = inside bend radius
N = bearing length
8 = angle of inclination of the web
(2.12)
17Equation 2.12 was based on the research work reported by Baehre.
4. European Recommendations. Sections A6.15 and A6.16 of the




include the following formula for the design of steel sheeting
with trapezoidal profiles to prevent web crippling. This formula has been
developed from the experimental study of hat-type sections as shown in
Figure 2.8. 17
For trapezoidal sheets under a reaction or concentrated load against
web crippling:
= 1.8t2F (2.8-6.89F /42S)(1-0.1JR/t)(1+0.01(N/t))y y
x(2.4+(8/90)2) (2.13)
where Pult is the ultimate concentrated load per web and t, Fy
' e, Rand N
are as defined above.
This equation is applicable to a support at least a distance 1.Sh'
from the end of a sheet, where h' is the width of web element. I f a support
is less than a distance of 1. Sh' from the edge of sheet, the design




In this section, discussions are limited to the cold-formed steel
structural members having single unreinforced webs with stiffened
flanges. These members are subjected to partial edge loading that may
cause web crippling or web buckling. Other types of cold-formed steel
members are beyond the scope of this study.
A. GENERAL
The web crippling loads of cold-formed steel members having single
unreinforced webs were studied originally at Cornell University by
Winter, Pian, and Zetlin. 4 ,9,13 Since 1974, additional tests have been
conducted at the University of Missouri-Rolla. 14 Based on the available
test results, empirical design formulas were revised in 1980 for inclusion
in the current AISI Specification. 3 Because the loading conditions used in
all web crippling tests were based on the test setup described in
Reference 14, the current AISI design provisions deal only with the
limitations of e1 and eZ as shown in Figure 3.1.
It has been noted that for members with small length-to-depth(L/h)
ratios, the beam may fail in flexural buckling rather than the
aforementioned web crippling. For the former case, the AISI design
criteria may not be applicable.
The purpose of this experimental investigation was to evaluate the
validity of the current AISI design criteria for different types of
failure modes for beams subjected to partial edge loading. Furthermore, it
was intended to develop additinal equations for predicting the maximum
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Fig. 3.1 Loading Conditions Used for the Web Crippling Study
Reported in Reference 14 N.j::-.
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A total of 112 beam specimens using channel sections with stiffened
flanges were tested for the following loading conditions as shown in
Figure 3.2.
a. One-Flange Loading Condition
b. Interior Two-Flange Loading Condition




Among these tests, 60 specimens were tested for one-flange loading
condition, 28 specimens were tested for interior two-flange
condition and 24 specimens were tested for end two-flange
loading
loading
condition. Actually, some of the test specimens conducted in this study
can not be classified as any of the loading conditions defined in the
current AISI Specification. Because these specimens were specifically
prepared for the web buckling tests which were not included in previous
tests, the evaluation of this study was based on the definition of each
loading condition as defined above.
In these web crippling tests, the lengths of test specimens varied
from 3.2 to 34.6 inches. The distances between the end of the member and
the nearest bearing edge, e
l
, as shown in Figure 3.2(b) and 3.2(c) varied
from 0.25h to 2h and from 0.25h to 1.5h, respectively. The distance
between two adjacent bearing edges, e
2
, as shown in Figure 3.2(a) varied
from 0 to 2h.
All test specimens were fabricated from the cold-formed channel
sections shown in Figure 3.3. The profile of test specimens is shown in
Figure 3.4.
All the tests were conducted in the Material Laboratory of the Civil
Engineering Department at the University of Missouri-Rolla.
t
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( a) One-Flange Loading Condition
(b) Interior Two-Flange Loading Condition
L
( c) End Two-Flange Loading Condition







R is inside radius
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Fig. 3.4 Profile of Test Specimens with Designation of Symbols
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B. PREPARATION OF TESTS
1. Preparation of Test Specimens. All test specimens were prepared
in the same manner as reported by Hetrakul and Yu in Reference 14. As
shown in Figure 3.4, two channels were braced by 3/4 x 3/4 x 1/8 inch
angles at the compression flanges and 1/8 x 3/4 inch rectangular strips at
tension flanges. Self-tapping screws (#12 - 14 x 3/4 Tek screws) were used
for connectors. The use of these braces was to prevent the lateral
buckling of each individual channel section.
The nominal dimensions of channel sections used for the experimental
investigation are listed in Table 3.1. For designation of symbols, see
Figure 3.3.
Table 3.1


















































The measured dimensions of 112 test specimens used in this program
and previous 110 UMR test specimens are listed in Appendixes A and B,
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respectively. Figure 3.4 shows the designation of symbols used in these
tables.
The ranges of parameters used in this study and previous UMR tests
are compared in Table 3.2:
Table 3.2
Comparisons of Parameter Ranges Involved
in This Study and Previous UMR Tests
Parameter Previous 110 UMR
Tests
112 Tests Conducted





R/t 0.96-2.82 1. 35 -1. 91
F ,ksi 36.26-47.12 38.94-54.00
Y
Llh 1. 960-6.221 0.591-6.319
N1/h 0.081-1.036 0.205-1.041
The relevant parameters and sectional properties of the 112 beam
tests conducted in this program are presented in Appendix C. For previous
UMR tests, see Appendix D.
4The test results obtained from the Cornell tests were not used in
this course of study due to the lack of information on the length of
specimen (L) and the length of bearing plate (N).
2. Tensile Coupon Tests.
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The mechanical properties of the cold-
formed steel channel sections used for the fabrication of test specimens
were established by standard tensile coupon tests. All tensile coupons
(l/2 x 12 in.) were taken from the middle of web elements of channel
sections in the longitudinal direction. They were prepared by the Machine
Shop at the University of Missouri-Rolla.
These tensile coupons were prepared in accordance with ASTM E8 and
tested in a Tinius Olson 120,000 pound testing machine located in the
Engineering Research Laboratory of the University of Missouri -Rolla.
Table 3.3 lists the test data on yield point, ultimate tensile strength,
and elongation measured from a 2-in. gage length.
Table 3.3













1 48.55 60.82 34 Sharp Yielding
2 38.94 50.57 37 Sharp Yielding
3 54.00 69.40 29 Sharp Yielding
4 51.05 65.53 32 Sharp Yielding
5 47.42 59.11 36 Sharp Yielding
* 2-in. gage length
C. WEB CRIPPLING TESTS
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All tests were conducted in a Tinius Olson 10,000 pound capacity beam
testing machine located in the Material Laboratory of the Civil
Engineering Department at the UMR. Figure 3.5 is a overall view of the
testing machine. This Beam Testing ~lachine was designed to test light
beams with the dimensional limits of 7-1/2 in. wide by 12 in. deep with
spans of 2 ft minimum up to 8 ft maximum. In order to test specimens with
spans less than 2 ft in this study, two I-beams were placed on the two
supports as shown in Figure 3.5. The load is registered on the dial
indicator that reads by 10 pounds increments up to its capacity of 10,000
pounds. The load is applied by means of the large hand wheel on the front
of the machine which provides loading to the capacity of the machine with
a minimum effort.
1. Test Setup
a. One-Flange Loading Condition . There were three cases of tests
conducted by using the setup shown in Figure 3.6. For this type of tests,
the beam was loaded at midspan and supported by bearing plates at both
ends.
The first case involved a total of 20 tests (Specimens C3-1 through
C3-20). For this case, the bearing plate used under the concentrated load
was 1 in. wide and the plates used at end reactions were 5 in. wide. The
purpose of this series of tests was to determine the failure load to cause
web crippling under the concentrated load. In order to study the effect of
the distance e
2
on the web crippling load, the clear distance from the
edge of the interior bearing plate to the nearer edge of the end bearing
plate, e
2
, varied from 0 to 2h by using an increment of h/2.
For the second case of tests, 20 specimens (Nos. C2-1 through C2-20)
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for this series was the same as that used for the first case except that
the bearing plate under the concentrated load was 5 in. wide and at both
end reactions were 1 in. wide. The objective of this type of tests was to
obtain the failure load causing web crippling at both ends. The values of
e 2 also varied from 0 to 2h by using an increment of h/2.
The third case also involved 20 tests (Specimens B-1 through B-20).
The bearing plate used under the concentrated load was 2 in. wide and at
both end reactions were 1 in. wide. The clear distance from the edge of
the interior bearing plate to the nearer edge of the end bearing plate,
e 2 , varied from 0 to h by using an increment of h/4. Because the lengths of
specimens used for B-series were shorter than the lengths of C3- and C2-
series used previously for the first and second cases, respectively, it
was expected that the beams tested for the third case might fail in
flexural buckling rather than web crippling.
For all tests, the bending moment induced to the specimen was less
than 30% of the maximum bending moment of the section. Therefore, the
effect of bending moment on the possible reduction of web crippling load
was neglected.
b. Interior Two-Flange Loading Condition. Twenty-eight specimens
(Nos. A-3 through A-B, A-21 through A-26, C1-3 through C1-10, and Cl-13
through C1-20) were tested under two opposite concentrated loads applied
at midlength. The width of bearing plates used for this case was 2 inches
at both top and bottom flanges as shown in Figure 3.7. The test setup used
for this series of tests was the same as that used for the interior two-
flange loading reported in Reference 14 except that the distance from the
edge of the bearing plate to the end of the beam, e 1 , varied from h/4 to 2h
by using an increment of h/4. It was intended to study the effect of the
, Loading Head
1- Beam








extended beam length, e
l
, on the web crippling load.
c. End Two-Flange Loading Condition. Twenty-four specimens (Nos.
A-9 through A-18, A-27 through A-36, Cl-l, Cl-2, Cl-ll, and Cl-12) were
tested for this loading condition. The test setup shown in Figure 3.8 is
the same as that used for the interior two-flange loading condition
described above except that the bearing plates were placed at one end of
the beam. The clear distance from the edge of the bearing plate to the end
of the beam, e l , varied from h/4 to 1.5h by using an increment of h/4. It
was intended to study the effect of the extended length, e
l
, on the web
crippling load when two bearing plates were placed at the end of the beam.
2. Test Procedures. Prior to testing, the beam was first placed in
the testing machine. The initial profile of the web was determined by
measuring the distance between the web and the vertical reference plate,
which was attached to the testing machine.
During the test, the load was steadily applied to the beam specimen
until it reached to one-half of the predicted ultimate web crippling load.
Under this load, the web element of beam specimen was carefully observed
and the distances between the web and the vertical reference plate were
measured and recorded at 16 locations. The specimen was then loaded to
failure. Finally, the failure load was recorded and the deformed profile
of the web was measured.
D. TEST RESULTS
The ultimate tested load and the failure mode of each specimen were
carefully recorded and examined after the specimen failed. The test
results of 112 specimens conducted in this program are listed in Tables
/ Loading Head
-' I-Beam




Fig. 3.8 Test Setup for End Two-Flange Loading Condition
VJ
00
3.4 through 3.6. In these tables,
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"p "is the ultimate concentratedtest
load per web obtained from the web crippling test.
1. One-Flange Loading Condition. For this type of loading
condition, the test setup was described in Section III.C.1.a and is shown
in Figure 3.5. A total of 60 tests were conducted by using the same setup.
These tests used 20 specimens for each of the following three cases:
First case (N = 1 in. and N2 = 5 in.)1
Second case (N = 5 in. and N2 = 1 in.)1
Third case (N = 2 in. and N2 = 1 in. )1
The first and second cases were tested to study the strength for web
crippling, and the third case was tested to investigate web buckling.
The maximum concentrated loads obtained from the tests are presented
in Tables 3.4a, 3.4b, and 3.4c for the first, second, and third cases,
respectively. The evaluation of test results is discussed in Section IV.
Because one of the major objectives in this investigation is to study the
effect of the distance between bearing plates on the web crippling
strength, the value of e2 and the ratios of e 2/h are also given in Table
3.4.
The failure modes of the test specimens conducted for this loading
condition were presented in Table 3.4 under the column title "Failure
Mode"~ Figure 3.9 shows the typical failure modes of web crippling for the
first and second cases under the one-flange loading condition. Figure 3.10
is the measured profiles of the deformed webs of the same specimen under
different loads.
Figure 3.11(a) is a photograph of the typical failure mode of web
buckling for the third case. Figure 3.11(b) shows the measured profiles of
the deformed web of the same specimen under different loads.
Table 3.4a
Test Results for One-Flnage Loading Condition, C3- Series
Specimen e2 h e2/h
p Failuretest
No. (in. ) (in. ) (kips) ~1ode
C3-1 0.000 4.814 0.000 1.640 W.B.
C3-2 0.000 4.832 0.000 1.665 W.B.
C3-3 2.448 4.857 0.504 1.690 W.C.
C3-4 2.448 4.858 0.504 1.600 W.C.
C3-5 4.902 4.834 1. 014 1.685 W.C.
C3-6 4.899 4.846 1.011 1.670 W.C.
C3-7 7.349 4.854 1.514 1.600 W.C.
C3-8 7.350 4.858 1.513 1.620 W.C.
C3-9 9.801 4.847 2.022 1.535 W.C.
C3-10 9.800 4.842 2.024 1.520 W.C.
C3-11 0.000 5.811 0.000 0.970 W.B.
C3-12 0.000 5.824 0.000 0.950 W.B.
C3-13 2.952 5.800 0.509 1.200 W.C.
C3-14 2.948 5.838 0.505 1.150 W.C.
C3-15 5.900 6.070 0.972 1.565 W.C.
C3-16 5.900 6.057 0.974 1.505 W.C.
C3-17 8.853 5.730 1.545 1.835 W.C.
C3-18 8.852 5.726 1.546 1.800 W.C.
C3-19 11. 800 5.800 2.034 1.825 W.C.
C3-20 11.800 5.800 2.034 1. 770 W.C.
Notes: W.B. indicates web buckling failure.




Test Results for One-Flange Loading Condition, C2- Series
Specimen e
2 h e ..,/h P Failure"'- test
No. (in. ) (in. ) (kips) Mode
C2-1 0.000 4.826 0.000 0.936 W.B.
C2-2 0.000 4.932 0.000 1.036 W.B.
C2-3 2.452 4.845 0.506 1.690 W.B.
C2-4 2.452 4.837 0.507 1.606 W.B.
C2-5 4.949 4.800 1. 031 1.890 W.C.
C2-6 4.952 4.831 1.025 1.850 W.C.
C2-7 7.399 4.855 1.524 1.966 W.C.
C2-8 7.400 4.840 1.529 2.026 W.C.
C2-9 9.850 4.845 2.033 1.880 W.C.
C2-10 9.849 4.835 2.037 1. 870 W.C.
C2-11 0.000 5.813 0.000 0.686 W.B.
C2-12 0.000 5.790 0.000 0.690 W.B.
C2-13 2.950 5.876 0.502 1.666 W.B.
C2-14 2.950 5.890 0.501 1.816 W.B.
C2-15 5.903 5.856 1.008 2.170 W.C.
C2-16 5.899 5.875 1.004 2.070 W.C.
C2-17 8.851 5.858 1.511 2.286 W.C.
C2-18 8.849 5.845 1.514 2.280 W.C.
C2-19 11.798 5.812 2.030 2.126 W.C.
C2-20 11. 803 5.840 2.021 2.110 W.C.
Notes: W.B. indicates web buckling failure.
W.C. indicates web crippling failure.
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Table 3.4c
Test Results for One-Flange Loading Condition, B- Series
Specimen e2
h ezlh P Failuretest
No. (in. ) (in. ) (kips) Mode
B-1 0.000 4.825 0.000 0.700 W.B.
B-2 0.000 4.820 0.000 0.690 W.B.
B-3 1.249 4.824 0.259 1.140 W.B.
B-4 1.252 4.834 0.259 1.075 W.B.
B-5 2.499 4.843 0.516 1.510 W.B.
B-6 2.500 4.845 0.516 1.530 W.B.
B-7 3.749 4.800 0.781 1.715 W.B.
B-8 3.749 4.800 0.781 1.670 W.B.
B-9 4.901 4.800 1.021 1.830 W.B.
B-10 4.751 4.818 0.986 1.835 W.B.
B-ll 0.000 6.055 0.000 0.515 W.B.
B-12 0.000 6.052 0.000 0.530 W.B.
B-13 1.548 6.070 0.255 0.825 W.B.
B-14 1.550 6.056 0.256 0.790 W.B.
B-15 3.128 6.050 0.517 1.345 W.B.
B-16 3.125 6.067 0.515 1.250 W.B.
B-17 4.624 6.060 0.763 1.435 W.B.
B-18 4.625 6.030 0.767 1.475 W.B.
B-19 6.127 6.048 1.013 1.526 W.B.
B-20 6.127 6.060 1.011 1.526 W.B.
Notes: W.B. indicates web buckling failure.




















(a) First Case: Specimen No. C3-9











Failure Load, P =I. 8 8 kip~web
At P =O. 9 kipS/web
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(b) Second Case: Specimen No. C2-9
Fig. 3.10 Measured Profiles of the Deformed Webs under
Different Loads
Fig. 3.11(a) Photograph of Failure Mode of Web Buckling for the Third Case






















Fig. 3.11(b) Measured Profiles of the Deformed Web of Specimen B-16
under Different Loads
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2. Interior Two-Flange Loading Condition. For this loading
condition, the test setup is described in Section IILC.1.b and the
location of bearing plates is shown in Figure 3.7. A total of 28 specimens
were tested for this loading condition to study the change of failure
modes from web buckling to web crippling. All test results conducted for
this loading condition are presented in Table 3.5. Also included in this
table are values of e 1, e 1/h ratios, and the failure modes.
Figure 3.12(a) is a photograph showing the typical failure mode of
web crippling for Specimen Cl-17. Figure 3.12(b) shows the measured
profiles of the deformed web of the same specimen under different loads.
For relatively short specimens, the web element failed in web
buckling as shown in Figure 3.13(a). For this case, web buckling occurred
at the middle of the web. Figure 3.13(b) shows the measured profile of the
deformed web for web buckling of Specimen Cl-5 under different loads.
It can be seen that the failure mode of the web element for Specimen
Cl-5 under the interior two-flange loading condition is similar to the web
buckling for Specimen B-16 under the one-flange loading condition. The
typical profiles of these deformed webs are compared in Figures 3.11(b)
and 3 .13(b).
3. End Two-Flange Loading Condition. The locations of the bearing
plates and the test setup used for end two-flange loading condition are
described in Section III.C.1.c and are shown in Figure 3.8. A total of 24
tests were conducted for verifying the current AISI web crippling design
formulas and for developing a new equation to predict the web buckling
load. These 24 specimens were tested for the purpose of studying the
different behavior of web crippling and web buckling under this loading
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Table 3.5
Test Results for Interior Two-Flange Loading Condition,
A & C1- Series
Specimen e
1 h e 1/h
p Failuretest
No. (in. ) (in. ) (kips) Mode
A-3 1.202 4.845 0.248 0.870 W.B.
A-4 1. 201 4.842 0.248 0.860 W.B.
A-5 3.602 4.835 0.745 1.535 W.B.
A-6 3.602 4.822 0.747 1.510 W.B.
A-7 5.999 4.842 1.239 2.010 W.C.
A-8 6.002 4.848 1.238 2.025 W.C.
A-21 1.453 5.835 0.249 0.775 W.B.
A-22 1.453 5.835 0.249 0.750 W.B.
A-23 4.348 5.820 0.747 1.490 W.B.
A-24 4.348 5.790 0.751 1.570 W.B.
A-25 7.253 5.830 1.244 1.990 W.C.
A-26 7.249 5.832 1.243 2.005 W.C.
Cl-3 2.499 4.872 0.513 1.300 W.B.
Cl-4 2.502 4.877 0.513 1.150 W.B.
Cl-5 4.952 4.888 1. 013 1. 670 W.B.
Cl-6 4.948 4.880 1. 014 1.860 W.B.
Cl-7 7.399 4.836 1.530 2.000 W.C.
CI-8 7.400 4.846 1.527 1. 990 W.C.
Cl-9 9.848 4.861 2.026 1. 975 W.C.
C1-10 9.848 4.790 2.056 2.005 W.C.
Cl-13 2.952 5.720 0.516 0.710 W.B.
Cl-14 2.952 5.732 0.515 0.745 W.B.
Cl-15 5.899 5.738 1.028 1.320 W.B.
Cl-16 5.898 5.715 1.032 1.175 W.B.
Cl-17 8.848 5.883 1.504 1.450 W.C.
Cl-18 8.848 5.753 1.538 1.395 W.C.
Cl-19 11.800 5.853 2.016 2.115 W.C.
Cl-20 11.798 5.852 2.016 2.130 W.C.
Notes: W.B. indicates web buckling failure.
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Fig. 3.13(b) Measured Profiles of the Deformed Web of Specimen Cl-5
under Different Loads
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condition. The tested ultimate loads, P , are listed in Table 3.6. The
test
values of e 1 ' e 1/h ratios, and the failure modes are also included in
this table.
Figure 3. 14(a) is a photograph showing the failure mode of web
crippling occurred at the middle of the web under the applied load for
Specimen C1-1. Figure 3.14(b) shows the measured profiles of the deformed
web of the same specimen under different loads.
For short specimens, the web element would fail by web buckling in
stead of web crippling as shown in Figure 3.15(a). Figure 3.15(b) shows
the measured profile of the deformed web for web buckling of Specimen A-3D
under the failure load. For this case, the failure also took place at
about the middle of the web under the applied load.
As a result of examining the failure modes for this loading
condition, it was found that most of the specimens actually failed in
f1exua1 buckling at the middle of the web under the applied load rather
than the aforementioned web crippling.
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Table 3.6
Test Results for End Two-Flange Loading Condition,




No. (in. ) (in. ) (kips) Node
A-9 1.200 4.840 0.248 0.485 W.B.
A-10 1.200 4.840 0.248 0.500 W.B.
A-ll 2.399 4.826 0.497 0.540 W.B.
A-12 2.399 4.836 0.496 0.520 W.B.
A-13 3.598 4.823 0.746 0.505 W.B.
A-14 3.602 4.815 0.748 0.505 W.B.
A-15 4.800 4.800 1.000 0.640 W.B.
A-16 4.800 4.800 1.000 0.625 W.B.
A-17 6.001 4.836 1. 241 0.670 W.B.
A-18 6.002 4.825 1.244 0.655 W.B.
A-27 1.448 5.838 0.248 0.425 W.B.
A-28 1.448 5.837 0.248 0.415 W.B.
A-29 2.900 5.800 0.500 0.470 W.B.
A-30 2.907 5.813 0.500 0.450 W.B.
A-31 4.348 5.828 0.746 0.525 W.B.
A-32 4.348 5.836 0.745 0.500 W.B.
A-33 5.799 5.828 0.995 0.505 W.B.
A-34 5.803 5.826 0.996 0.555 W.B.
A-35 7.252 5.834 1.243 0.565 W.B.
A-36 7.253 5.830 1.244 0.580 W.B.
C1-1 7.498 4.872 1.539 0.750 W.B.
Cl-2 7.498 4.891 1.533 0.685 W.B.
C1-11 8.900 5.665 1. 571 0.430 W.B.
Cl-12 8.897 5.800 1.534 0.440 W.B.
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Fig. 3.15(b) Measured Profiles of the Deformed Web of Specimen A-30




In the evaluation of test results, all the failure loads obtained
from tests were compared with the ultimate web crippling loads computed by
using the expressions included in the current AISI Specification and the
new formulas developed herein for different loading conditions. All
comparisons of tested and computed loads conducted in this study were
based on single span beams subjected to a concentrated load at mid-span
length.
In this Chapter, the discussions deal with the test results of 112
specimens conducted in this program and 110 previous UMR tests, for which
the ratios of the tested moment-to-predicted ultimate moment, MIM , did
u
not exceed 0.30.
The test results obtained from the Cornell tests4 were not used in
this study due to the lack of information on the length of specimen (L)
and the length of bearing plate (N) for different loading conditions.
Recent tests show that these dimensions (L and N) may affect the web
buckling strength of web elements when they are subjected to partial edge
loads.
The new formulas presented in this chapter were developed by using
the Statistical Analysis System Program (SAS), written by SAS Institute
Inc. 19 This is a very useful statistical program for data analysis. SAS
provides a complete set of data-handling tools that make it possible to
detect errors, change values, and generate new variables.
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B. COMPARISONS OF TESTED AND COMPUTED LOADS BASED ON THE CURRENT AISI
DESIGN CRITERIA
All test data were compared with the computed ultimate web crippling





shown in Figure 3.2 were used to decide the equation for computing the
ultimate load of each specimen. These equations are given as Eqs. 2.5
through 2.9 in Section II.C.1 by multiplying a safety factor of 1.85. The
comparisons of the 112 specimens conducted in this study are presented in
Tables 4.1 through 4.3. In these tables, the computed ultimate web
crippling loads for different loading conditions are under the column
title" pI ", and the tested ultimate loads to cause web failure are
comp
under the column title" Ptest"
For the one-flange loading condition, it was found that in general,
the AISI design criteria (Eqs. 2.5 and 2.7) can provide good results for
specimens with e
2
values larger than 1.Sh. When the e
2
value is less than
1.Sh, the predictions were found to be somewhat conservative. For the case
of interior two-flange loading, the AISI design criteria CEq. 2.9) seems
to provide good predictions only for specimens with e 1 values larger than
1.Sh. When the e
1
value is less than 1.Sh, the prediction was also found
to be conservative. For the case of end two-flange loading, Eq. 2.8
overestimated the tested loads for specimens with e 1 values less than
1.Sh.
The following discussions are based on comparisons for different
loading conditions.
1. One-Flange Loading Condition. A total of 60 specimens were
tested for the one-flange loading condition. Comparisons of the tested
loads and the computed ultimate web crippling loads based on the current
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AISI design criteria are listed in Tables 4.1a to 4.1c. In this study, the
predicted ultimate web crippling loads are based on the 1980 Edition of
the AISI Specification according to the distances and The
definitions of e2 and e 1 were described in Section III.A and are shown in
Figure 3.2.
a. First Case. This series of tests was used to determine the
failure loads causing web crippling under the concentrated load. Twenty
specimens (Nos. C3-1 through C3-20) were tested for the first case of this
loading condition. The tested and computed ultimate web crippling loads
are compared in Table 4.1a. In this table, Specimens C3-1, C3-2, C3-11,
and C3-12, are classified as the end two-flange loading condition
according to the AISI Specification. Specimens C3-3 through C3-6 and C3-13
through C3-16 are classified as the interior two-flange loading
condition. Specimens C3-7 through C3-10 and C3-17 through C3-20 are
considered to be the interior one-flange loading condition. The computed
ultimate load per web, p' ,given in Table 4.1a was based on thecomp
corresponding equation discussed in Section II.C.1 and a safety factor of
1.85.
In Table 4.1a, the computed ultimate loads, p' , for Specimens C3-comp
1, C3-2, C3-11, and C3-12 are not used to compare with the tested loads,
P because they failed in web buckling. For Specimens C3-3 through C3-
test'
6 and C3-13 through C3-16 the ultimate loads for interior two-flange
loading condition were computed on the basis of Eq. 2.9 and a safety
factor of 1.85. In addition, Eq. 2.7 with a safety factor of 1.85 was used




Comparison of Tested and Computed Loads for the First Case
of One-Flange Loading Condition, C3- Series
Specimen e2/h
No.
Llh p' p p p p p Pcomp IOF cr test test test test







































































































































































* This specimen failed in web buckling. The corresponding ratio of
p tiP' was not used in the computation of the mean valuetes comp
and standard deviation.
*** The computed value is not applicable for the observed failure mode.
See Table 3.4a.
Notes:
1. The computed values of p' were based on the current AISIcomp
Specification and discussed in Section IV.B.1.a.
2. PIOF was based on the interior one-flange loading condition (Eq 2.7)
and discussed in Section IV.C.1.a.
3. P was based on Eq. 4.1, which was developed in Section IV.D.1,
cr
and discussed in Section IV.E.1.
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It can be seen that the computed ultimate web crippling loads based
on Eq. 2.7 provide good results for specimens with e
Z
values larger than
1.5h. The accuracy of the prediction is illustrated by the ratio of
Pt tiP' , where Pt t is the tested failure loads at midspan for onees comp es
channel section. For a total of 16 tests included in this table, the
average value of the
deviation of 0.054.
PIP'test comp ratios is 0.949 with a standard
b. Second Case. For the second case of the one-flange loading
condition, a total of 20 specimens (Nos. C2-1 through C2-20) were tested.
The objective of this series of tests was to obtain the failure load
applied at midspan, Ptest ' causing web crippling at both ends. The tested
and computed ultimate web crippling loads are compared in Table 4.1b. It
should be noted that the predicted ultimate web crippling load, p' , is
comp
twice the value computed by Eq. 2.5 with a safety factor of 1.85. For
Specimens C2-1 through C2-6 and C2-11 through C2-16, Eq. 2.8 was used for
computing p' because they are classified as end two-flange loadingcomp
according to the AISI Specification. However, for Specimens C2-7 through
C2-10 and CZ-17 through C2-20, Eq. 2.5 was used due to the condition of
end one-flange loading.
It was noted that the computed loads based on Eq. 2.5 provide good
results for specimens with e 2 values larger than 1.5h. When the e Z
value
is less than 1.5h, the predictions on the basis of Eq. 2.8 and a safety
factor of 1.85 underestimate the strength of beam webs.
A total of 12 test results with e2 values between hand 2h were used
to compare with the computed ultimate loads for the second case of this
loading condition. The average value of the Pt tiP' ratios is 1.310es comp
with a standard deviation of 0.369.
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Table 4.1b
Comparison of Tested and Computed Loads for the Second Case





Llh pI P P P P P Pcomp EOF cr test test test test






























































































































































# See Table 4.1a.
### The computed value is not applicable for the observed failure mode.
See Table 3.4b.
Notes:
1. The computed values of pI were based on the current AISIcomp
Specification and discussed in Section IV.B.1.b.
2. PEOF was based on the end one-flange loading condition (Eq. 2.5)
and discussed in Section IV.C.1.b.
3. P was based on Eq. 4.1, which was developed in Section IV.D.1,
cr
and discussed in Section IV.E.1.
c. Third Case.
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For the third case of this loading condition, a
total of 20 specimens (Nos. B-1 through B-20) were tested. It was intended
to study the strength of beams that might fail in web buckling rather than
web crippling. The tested and computed ultimate web crippling loads are
listed in Table 4.1c. In this table, all specimens can be considered as
the end two-flange loading condition because e
2
/h ratios are less than
1.5. In view of the fact that most of the specimens in this case failed by
web buckling rather than web crippling, the computed ultimate loads p'
comp
based on Eq. 2.8 were not used to compare with the tested loads P
test
'
Therefore, the corresponding ratio of PIP' was not given for this. test comp
case.
Considering the 28 tests (Cases 1 and 2) listed under the column
title "p IP' " in Tables 4.1a and 4.1b, the effect of the Llhtest comp
ratio on the Pt t l p' ratio is shown in Figure 4.1. In the abovees comp
expression, L is the total length of the specimen and h is the depth of the
specimen. The large Pt t/P' ratios for the four test specimens shownes comp
in the figure, which were conducted for the second case of one-flange
loading condition, are probably due to the use of small distance of e
1
for
the bearing plate under the applied concentrated load.
2. Interior Two-Flange Loading Condition. A total of 28 specimens
(Nos. A-3 through A-8, A-21 through A-26, Cl-3 through C1-10, and C1-13
through Cl-20) were tested for the interior two-flange loading condition.
It was intended to study the effect of the extended length, e
1
, 011 the web
crippling load. The tested loads Ptest and the computed ultimate web
crippling loads
was governed by
p' are compared in Table 4.2. In this table, p'
comp comp
the end two-flange loading condition for Specimens A-3
through A-8, A-21 through A-26, Cl-3 through Cl-6, and C1-13 through C1-16
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Table 4.1c
Comparison of Tested and Computed Loads for the Third Case
of One-Flange Loading Condition, B- Series
Specimen e2/h
No.
Llh pI P P P P P Pcomp EOF cr test test test test






















































































































































* See Table 4.1a.
*** The computed value is not applicable for the observed failure mode.
See Table 3.4c.
Notes:
1. The computed values of pI were based on the current AISIcomp
Specification and discussed in Section IV.B.1.c.
2. PEOF was based on the end one-flange loading condition (Eq. 2.5)
and discussed in Section IV.C.1.c.
3. P. was based on Eq. 4.1, which was developed in Section IV.D.1,
cr
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Table 4.2
Comparison of Tested and Computed Loads for
Interior Two-Flange Loading Condition, A & C1- Series
Specimen e11h Llh pI PITF P P P P Pcomp cr test test test test--No. (kips) (kips) (kips) (kips) pI
PITF Pcomp cr
A-3 0.248 0.908 0.768* ~~** 0.870 0.873 0.998
A-4 0.248 0.908 O. 768~'" ~~~~* 0.860 0.873 0.986
A-5 0.745 1.902 O. 752~~ "~,'r";'r 1.448 1.535 1.061
A-6 0.747 1. 907 0.752* ~'r*~'r 1.452 1.510 1.041
A-7 1.239 2.891 0.751 1.853 **0;': 2.010 2.676 1.085
A-8 1.238 2.887 0.751 1.852 **.,'r 2.025 2.696 1.093
A-21 0.249 0.839 0.772~~ ~'r** 0.806 0.775 0.962
A-22 0.249 0.839 O. 754~'r ~h~* 0.787 0.750 0.953
A-23 0.747 1.838 0.780~~ .,'r'#'r.,'r 1.413 1.490 1.054
A-24 0.751 1.848 O. 757~'r *** 1. 375 1.570 1.141
A-25 1.244 2.830 0.790 1.943 ~'r** 1. 990 2.519 1.024
A-26 1.243 2.829 0.772 1.895 ",:",:* 2.005 2.597 1. 058
Cl-3 0.513 1.436 0.784* *o;'r,'r 1.222 1.300 1.065
Cl-4 0.513 1.435 O. 784~~ *~'r* 1. 221 1.150 0.943
Cl-5 1.013 2.434 0.732* *~~* 1. 717 1. 670 0.974
Cl-6 1. 014 2.438 0.733* "t:*,'r 1.721 1.860 1.082
Cl-7 1.530 3.473 1.945 1.945 *~h'r 2.000 1.028 1.028
Cl-8 1.527 3.466 1. 852 1. 852 ,'r** 1. 990 1.074 1.074
Cl-9 2.026 4.464 1. 850 1.850 *** 1. 975 1.068 1.068
C1-10 2.056 4.530 1. 952 1.952 ~'r** 2.005 1. 027 1.027
Cl-13 0.516 1.381 0.523* ~'r*~'r 0.835 0.710 0.850
Cl-14 0.515 1.378 0.522~~ ~b'r* 0.833 0.745 0.895
Cl-15 1.028 2.405 0.536* ~~** 1. 319 1.320 1.000
Cl-16 1. 032 2.414 0.531* *~h'r 1.311 1.175 0.896
Cl-17 1.504 3.348 1.185 1.185 ~bb'r 1.450 1.224 1.224
Cl-18 1.538 3.424 1.187 1.187 ~...** 1.395 1.176 1.176
Cl-19 2.016 4.373 1.863 1. 863 *~'r* 2.115 1.135 1.135
Cl-20 2.016 4.374 1. 957 1. 957 ~'r** 2.130 1.088 1.088
Mean Value 1.609 1.090 0.994
Standard Deviation 0.751 0.061 0.078
* See Table 4.1a.
*** The computed value is not applicable for the observed failure mode.
See Table 3.5.
Notes:
1. The computed values pI based on the current AISI Specificationcomp
were discussed in Section IV.B.2.
2. P was based on the interior two-flange loading condition (Eq. 2.9)ITF
and discussed in Section IV.C.2.
3. P was based on Eq. 4.1, which was developed in Section IV.D.1,cr
and discussed in Section IV.E.2.
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values. For Specimens C1-7
through C1-10, and C1-17 through C1-20, p' was governed by thecomp
interior two-flange loading condition.
It was found that for this loading condition, Eq. 2.9 can provide
good predictions for specimens with e 1 > 1.Sh, which is defined to be the
interior two-flange loading condition in the current AISI Specification.
However, for specimens with e 1 < 1.Sh which is considered to be the end
two-flange loading, the web crippling loads determined by Eq. 2.8 and a
safety factor of 1.85 give conservative predictions. The reason is
apparently due to the fact that these short beams under this type of
loading condition actually failed by web buckling in stead of web
crippling.
A total of 12 tests, for which e 1 values are between 1.2Sh and 2h,
were used to compare the tested and computed ultimate loads. The mean
value of the P tiP' ratios is 1.609 with a standard deviation oftes comp
0.751. For the total tests conducted for this loading condition, the
effect of the Llh ratio on the Pt tiP' ratio is shown in Figure 4.2.es comp
From Figure 4.2, it can be seen that for the case of e 1 < 1.Sh, when
the Llh ratio is within a certain range the prediction was found to be
underestimated. This phenomenon is not surprising because Eq. 2.8 was
developed for the end two-flange loading condition. It is not necessarily
applicable for the prediction of the ultimate web crippling load for the
interior two-flange loading condition.
3. End Two-Flange Loading Condition. A total of 24 specimens (Nos.
A-9 through A-18, A-27 through A-36, C1-1, CI-2, C1-11, and CI-12) were
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study the effect of the extended length, e
1
, on the web crippling load.
The tested loads P and the computed ultimate web crippling loadstest
p' are listed in Table 4.3. For all specimens in this table, p'comp comp
was governed by the end two-flange loading condition (Eq. 2.8 and a safety
factor of 1.85). From this table, it was noted that good agreement can be
found only for specimens with e 1 values approximately equal to 1.Sh.
Equation 2.8 overestimates the web crippling loads for specimens with e
1
<
1.Sh because these specimens failed by web buckling rather than web
crippling.
A total of 4 test results for e 1 values nearly equal to 1.Sh were
used to compare with the computed ultimate loads. The average value of the
PIP' ratios is 0.901 with a standard deviation of 0.090 as giventest comp
in Table 4.3. For the total number of tests conducted for this loading
condition, the effect of the Llh ratio on the Pt tiP' ratio is shownes comp
in Figure 4. 3 .
From Figure 4.3, it can be seen that when the Llh ratio is under a
certain range the prediction overestimates the crippling strength of beam
webs. This is because Eq. 2.8 for the end two-flange loading condition was
developed empirically on the basis of the test setup having e
1
values
larger than 1.Sh. Therefore, this equation is not applicable for the
specimens having e 1 values smaller than 1.5h.
C. COMPARISONS OF TESTED AND COMPUTED LOADS BASED ON THE CURRENT AISI
DESIGN FORMULAS (Without the Limitation of the Distances e 1 and e2)
Comparisons of the tested and computed web crippling loads based on
Table 4.3
Comparison of Tested and Computed Loads for




Llh pI P P Pcomp cr test test
























































































































































































1. The computed values pI based on the current AISIcomp
Specification were discussed in Section IV.B.3.
2. In this table, pI = PETF (Eq. 2.8).comp
3. P was based on Eq. 4.2, which was developed in
cr
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the current AISI design criteria with the limitation of the distances e
1
and e2 were discussed above for different loading conditions.
The following discussions present comparisons of the tested and
computed web crippling loads based on the current AISI design formulas
without the limitation of the distances e 1 and e 2
for different loading
conditions. The computed loads for the first case of the one-flange
loading condition is governed by Eq. 2.7, and both the second and third
cases of the one-flange loading condition are governed by Eq. 2.5. For the
interior two-flange loading condition the computed loads is governed by
Eq. 2.9, and for the end two-flange loading condition it is governed by
Eq. 2.8.
The comparisons of 112 specimens are also presented in Tables 4.1
through 4.3. In these tables, ProF' PEOF ' PITF , and PETF represent the
computed ultimate web crippling loads for the interior one-flange loading
condition(Eq. 2.7), the end one-flange loading condition(Eq. 2.5), the
interior two-flange loading condition(Eq. 2.9), and the end two-flange
loading condition(Eq. 2.8), respectively. In order to compare with the
tested loads at mid-span length, the computed ultimate web crippling loads
P for the second and third cases of the one-flange loading condition
EOF
are based on Eq. 2.5 multiplied by 2 and with a safety factor of 1.85.
1. One-Flange Loading Condition.
a. First Case. The test results of specimens C3-1 through C3-20
presented in Table 4.1a indicate that the current AISI design criteria can
be used to predict the ultimate web crippling loads for the interior one-
flnage loading condition for specimens with e2 > 1.5h. However, based on
the test results given in Table 4.1a, it was found that the computed
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ultimate web crippling loads PIOF based on the interior one-flange loading
condition without considering the distance e
Z
can provide good
predictions even for specimens with e
2
values between 0.5h and I.Sh. The
reason for this phenomenon is because most of the specimens tested for the
first case of this loading condition failed in web crippling at the
vicinity of the bearing plate under the applied concentrated load. In the
above expression, PrOF is determined by Eq. Z.7 with a safety factor of
1.85.
For the 16 tests included in this case, the average value of the
P /PIOF ratios is 0.960 with a standard deviation of 0.040. Figure 4.4test
shows a plot of the Ptest/PIOF ratio versus the L/h ratio for the first
case of this loading condition. It was found that the accuracy of
predictions is within ± ZO %.
b. Second Case. From the test results of specimens C2-l through
C2-Z0, it was found that the expressions included in the current AISI
Specification to predict the ultimate web crippling loads for the end one-
flnage loading is valid for specimens with eZ > I.5h. However, the test
results listed in Table 4.Ib indicate that the computed ultimate web
crippling loads P
EOF
based on the end one-flnage loading condition without
considering the distance eZ can provide good predictions for specimens
with e
Z
values between hand Zh. It is believed that the ultimate loads of
by webthey failedthese specimens can be predicted by PEOF because
crippling at the location of the end bearing plate. In the above
expression, P
EOF
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Fig. 4.4 Effect of the Llh Ratio on the Ptest/PrOF Ratio
for the First Case of One-Flange Loading Condition
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Considering the test results of 12 specimens with e
2
values between h
and 2h, the average value of the Ptest/PEOF ratios is 1. 052 with a
standard deviation of 0.042. For the total specimens tested for this case,
a plot of the Ptest/PEOF ratio versus the L/h ratio is shown in Figure
4.5. It can be seen that Eq. 2.5 overestimates the web crippling load for
specimens with e2 value less than O.5h, but gives reasonable predictions
for specimens with e2 values between 0.5h and Zh.
c. Third Case. From Table 4.1c, the test results of specimens B-1
same test
through B-ZO indicate that the computed ultimate web crippling loads based
on the current AISI design criteria provide unreasonable predictions for
specimens with e
2
values between 0.25h and h. However, the
results indicate that the computed ultimate web crippling loads P
EOF
based
on the end one-flnage loading condition without considering the distance
e
Z
can provide reasonable predictions for specimens with e
2
values
approximately equal to h. Considering the results of 4 specimens, for
which e2 values are nearly equal to h, the average value of Ptest/PEOF
ratios is 0.937 with a standard deviation of 0.057. The effect of the L/h
ratio on the P IP
EOF
ratio for the tests conducted for this loadingtest
case is shown in Figure 4.6.
2. Interior Two-Flange Loading Condition. From the test results
presented in Table 4.Z, it was found that the current AISI design
expressions can be used to predict the web crippling load for the interior
two-flnage loading condition for specimens with e 1 > 1.5h. However, the
predicted ultimate load PITF based on this type of loading condition
without the AISI limitation of the distance can provide good
predictions for specimens with e 1 values between 1.Z5h and 2h. This is
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Fig. 4.5 Effect of the L/h Ratio on the Ptest/PEOF Ratio
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Fig. 4.6 Effect of the Llh Ratio on the Ptest/PEOF Ratio
for the Third Case of One-Flange Loading Condition
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For the 12 specimens with e 1 values between 1.25h and Zh, the average
value of Ptest/PITF ratios is 1.090 with a standard deviation of 0.061.




all the tests for this loading condition.
3. End Two-Flange Loading Condition. From the test results
presented in Table 4.3 and shown in Figure 4.3, it was found that the
current AISI design expressions can be used to predict reasonable web
crippling loads for the end two-flange loading condition for specimens
with e 1 > 1. 5h. For specimens with e 1
< 1. 5h, the AISI formula for
predicting the ultimate load PETF overestimates the web crippling
strength of beam webs if the AISI limitation of the distance e
1
is not
considered. The effect of the Llh ratio on the Ptest/PETF ratio for this
loading condition is the same as shown previously in Figure 4.3. In this
case, the computed ultimate loads PETF is the same as the computed
ultimate web crippling load pI discussed in Section IV.B.3.comp
Based on the above discussions, it was found that the current AISI
disign formulas can provide good predictions for specimens with certain
ranges of eZ and e 1 values other than the limited value of 1.5h which is
specified in the current AISI Specification for the one-flnage and two-
flnage loading conditions. When the values of eZ and e 1 exceed these
ranges, appropriate design formulas are not now available to predict the
ultimate web failure loads for different loading conditions. For this
reason, additional design expressions have been developed on the basis of
the test results conducted in this study and previous investigations for
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D. DEVELOPMENT OF NEW DESIGN EXPRESSIONS FOR DETERMINATION OF THE
CRITICAL WEB BUCKLING STRENGTH
From the above discussion, it can be seen that for the one-flange
loading condition the tested web crippling load increases as the e2 value
increases. Similarly, for the interior and end two-flange loading
conditions, the tested load increases as the e
1
value increases. The
failure loads of beam webs depend on the total length of the specimen.
Based on the available test results, additional design expressions
for the buckling strength of web elements were developed in this study for
the interior two-flange and one-flange loading conditions (Eq. 4.1) and
end two-flange loading condition(Eq. 4.2). These equations were developed
by using the ratios of hit, Llh, and Nih. They can be used along with the
current AISI design expressions to provide a better prediction for web
crippling loads without any specific limits on the distances e1 and e 2 .
Specifically, the following formulas were developed for predicting
the critical web buckling loads for beams with small Llh ratios by means
of the linear estimation and least square provided in the SAS program.
1. Interior Two-Flange and One-Flange Loading Conditions. For
beams with stiffened flanges subjected to equal and opposite forces
applied simultaneously to both top and bottom flanges at the mid-length of
the beam(Fig. 3.2(b)), and for beams with stiffened flanges supported at
both ends and subjected to a concentrated load at the mid-length of the







Equation 4.1 was developed mainly on the basis of the test results
obtained for the interior two-flange loading condition studied in this
84
program. Beacause the failure mode of web buckling for the one-flange
loading was similar to that of the interior two-flange loading which was
discussed in Section III.C.3.b, Eq. 4.1 may be used to predict the web
buckling load for the interior and end one-flnage loading conditions.
2. End Two-Flange Loading Condition. For beams with stiffened
flanges subjected to equal and opposite forces applied simultaneously to
both top and bottom flanges at the end of the beam(Fig. 3.2(c)), the







Equation 4.2 was developed on the basis of the tests conducted for
the end two-flnage loading condition used in this study.
P = the critical web buckling loads, kips per webcr
K1 = (l+0.93 (L/h)) < 6.6
K2 = (1+0.725 (L/h)) < 2.6
h = web depth, in.
t = web thickness, in.
L = total length of beam, in.
N = bearing length, in.
From the above two equations, it can be seen that both Eqs. 4.1 and
4.2 are affected by the hit and Llh ratios even though the Llh ratio is
more important for Eq. 4.1. In addition, Eq. 4.2 is affected by another
parameter, Nih ratio. In both equations, the critical web buckling load is
independent of the yield point of steel, F .y
E. COMPARISONS OF TESTED AND COMPUTED LOADS BASED ON THE NEWLY
DEVELOPED FORMULAS
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The following discussions present comparisons of the tested loads
and computed critical web buckling loads based on the newly developed
formulas. Comparisons of the 112 specimens are listed in Tables 4.1
through 4.3. In these tables, the computed critical web buckling loads are
presented under the column title" P " .cr
In these comparisons, the computed critical web buckling loads, P ,cr
for the interior and end one-flange and interior two-flange loading
conditions are based on Eq. 4.1. For the end two-flange loading condition,
the values of P are based on Eq. 4.2.cr
1. One-Flange Loading Condition. Based on the test results
compared in Tables 4.1a through 4.1c, it can be seen that Eq. 4.1 can
provide good results only for specimens with e2 = 0 for the first case of
the loading condition. For the second cas e, Eq. 4. 1 can a Iso provide
acceptable results for specimens with e
2
values between 0 and 0.5h. These
specimens failed in web buckling rather than web crippling.
For the third case of the loading condition, it was found that Eq.
4.1 can provide good predictions for specimens with e
2
values between 0
and h. This is because all specimens tested for the third case failed in
web buckling rather than web buckling. Figure 4.8 shows a plot of the
P IP ratios versus the Llh ratios for B- series tests. For all
test cr
specimens tested in the third case, the average value of the Pt IPest cr
ratios is 0.951 with a standard deviation of 0.089.
2. Interior Two-Flange Loading Condition. The ratios of the
tested and computed loads for this loading condition, Pt tiP , arees cr
listed in Table 4.2. The computed critical web buckling loads, P ,werecr
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Fig. 4.8 Plot of the Pt tiP Ratio v.s. the Llh Ratioes cr
for the Third Case of One-Flange Loading Condition
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results for web buckling for specimens with e
1
values between 0 and hand
subjected to interior two-flange loading. This is because these specimens
failed in web buckling.
For a total of 16 tests with e 1 values between 0.25h and 1.25h, the
average value of the Pt tiP ratios is 0.994 with a standard deviationes cr
of 0.078. Figure 4.9 shows a plot of the Pt tiP ratios versus the Llhes cr
ratios for all tests conducted for this loading condition.
3. End Two-Flange Loading Condition. The ratios of the tested and
computed web buckling loads, Pt tiP , are listed in Table 4.3. Thesees cr
ratios indicate that Eq. 4.2 can provide good predictions for the
specimens having e
1
values between 0.25h and 1.5h. All specimens tested
under this loading condition actually failed by web buckling rather than
web crippling.
It was found that for the end two-flange loading condition the web
buckling load is slightly affected by the Llh ratio as compared with the
interior two-flange loading condition. However, it is significantly
influenced by the Nih ratio. A plot of the Pt tiP ratios versus the Llhes cr
ratios for this loading condition is shown in Figure 4.10. For a total of
24 specimens tested for this loading condition, the average value of the
P IP ratios is 0.987 with a standard deviation of 0.072.
test cr
A review of the above comparisons indicates that when the test
specimen with a small length-to-depth (L/h) ratio is subjected to a
partial edge load it is likely that the web fails in web buckling rather
than web crippling. For this case, the current AISI design formulas
originally developed only for web crippling may not be applicable for
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Fig. 4.9 Plot of the Pt tiP Ratio V.s. the Llh Ratioes cr
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used to predict the web buckling loads for specimens with small Llh
ratios.
F. SUMMARY AND DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SINGLE UNREINFORCED WEBS WITH
STIFFENED FLANGES.
1. Summary. For cold-formed steel beam webs subjected to partial
edge loading, the current AISI design formulas can be used for predicting
the web crippling load but not for web buckling load. Additional design
expressions for predicting web buckling loads were developed in this study
on the basis of a limited number of specimens with small Llh ratios.
A total of 112 beam tests were conducted in this study, of which 60
tests have been used for the one-flange loading condition, 28 tests have
been used for the interior two-flange loading condition, and 24 tests have
been used for the end two-flange loading condition. The results of
previous UMR 110 tests reported in Ref. 14 were also used for evaluation
conducted in this study. Based on the results of these 222 tests, the
following observations can be made:
Ca) For the one-flange loading condition, it was found that the
current AISI design formulas for web crippling CEqs. 2.5 and 2.7) together
with the new formula CEq. 4.1) developed herein for predicting the
ultimate web buckling load for beams having single unreinforced webs can
provide a broader coverage of predictions as illustrated in Tables 4.4a
through 4.4e. In these tables, Tables 4.4a through 4.4c present the test
results obtained from this study and Tables 4.4d through 4.4e present the
test results adopted from the previous UMR tests. The governing ultimate
web crippling loads are under the column title " P ", which is thecomp
Table 4.4a
Comparison of Tested and Computed Loads for C3- Series
One-Flange Loading Condition
Based on the Current ArSr Design Formulas and
































































































































































Note: For Tables 4.4a through 4.4e, P is the smallest valuecomp
of the computed loads PrOF' PEOF and Pcr
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Table 4.4b
Comparison of Tested and Computed Loads for C2- Series
One-Flange Loading Condition
Based on the Current AISr Design Formulas
and the Newly Developed Formula
Specimen PrOF PEOF P P P Pcr comp test test---No. (kips) (kips) (kips) (kips) (kips) P
comp
C2-1 2.825 1. 927 1.222 1.222 0.936 0.766
C2-2 2.834 1. 936 1.204 1.204 1.036 0.860
C2-3 2.750 1.857 1. 775 1.775 1.690 0.952
C2-4 2.800 1. 900 1. 821 1.821 1.606 0.882
C2-5 2.718 1.826 2.373 1.826 1.890 1.035
C2-6 2.751 1.858 2.399 1.858 1.850 0.996
C2-7 2.749 1.856 2.986 1.856 1. 966 1.059
C2-8 2.787 1.892 3.055 1.892 2.026 1.071
C2-9 2.748 1.856 3.598 1.856 1.880 1. 013
C2-10 2.751 1.858 3.607 1.858 1. 870 1.007
C2-11 2.001 1.337 0.772 0.772 0.686 0.889
C2-12 2.011 1. 339 0.775 0.775 0.690 0.890
C2-13 2.819 1.896 1.529 1.529 1.666 1.090
C2-14 2.818 1.895 1.524 1.524 1.816 1.192
C2-15 2.963 2.032 2.261 2.032 2.170 1.068
C2-16 2.961 2.030 2.252 2.030 2.070 1.020
C2-17 2.963 2.032 2.871 2.032 2.286 1.125
C2-18 2.964 2.033 2.879 2.032 2.280 1.122
C2-19 2.919 1. 991 3.437 1.991 2.126 1.068
C2-20 2.964 2.033 3.496 2.033 2.110 1.038




Comparison of Tested and Computed Loads for B- Series
One-Flange Loading Condition
Based on the Current ArSr Design Formulas
and the Newly Developed Formula
Specimen PrOF PEOF P P P Pcr comp test test
No. (kips) (kips) (kips) (kips) (kips) Pcomp
B-1 1.982 1.945 0.844 0.844 0.700 0.829
B-2 1.982 1.945 0.845 0.845 0.690 0.817
B-3 1.982 1.945 1.169 1.169 1.140 0.975
B-4 1.903 1. 858 1.113 1.113 1. 075 0.966
B-5 1.903 1.856 1.419 1.419 1.510 1.064
B-6 1.903 1.856 1.418 1.418 1.530 1.079
B-7 1.905 1.860 1. 745 1.745 1.715 0.983
B-8 1.905 1.860 1. 745 1. 745 1. 670 0.957
B-9 1.905 1.860 2.032 1.860 1.830 0.983
B-10 1.904 1.858 1.986 1.858 1.835 0.987
B-ll 1. 782 1.741 0.622 0.622 0.515 0.827
B-12 1. 782 1.741 0.623 0.623 0.530 0.851
B-13 1.781 1. 739 0.890 0.890 0.825 0.927
B-14 1. 782 1.740 0.892 0.892 0.790 0.885
B-15 1.820 1. 782 1.198 1.198 1.345 1.122
B-16 1.781 1. 739 1.164 1.164 1.250 1. 074
B-17 1. 819 1.781 1.464 1.464 1.435 0.981
B-18 1. 784 1. 742 1.436 1.436 1.475 1.027
B-19 1. 746 1.700 1.650 1.650 1.526 0.925





Comparison of Tested and Computed Loads for IOF- Series
(Previous UMR Tests) One-Flange Loading Condition
Based on the Current AISI Design Formulas
and the Newly Developed Formula
Specimen PIOF PEOF P P P Pcr comp test test
No. (kips) (kips) (kips) (kips) (kips)
--
Pcomp
SU-1-IOF-l 1.124 1.514 1.591 1.124 1.260 1.120
SU-1-IOF-2 1.104 1.515 1.547 1.104 1.175 1.063
SU-1-IOF-5 1.457 1.608 1.620 1.457 1.450 0.994
SU-1-IOF-6 1.425 1.564 1.588 1.425 1.385 0.971
SU-2-IOF-l 1.083 1.414 1.535 1.083 1.145 1.056
SU-2-IOF-2 1.142 1.503 1.603 1.142 1.305 1.141
SU-2-IOF-5 1.291 1.335 1.477 1.291 1.385 1.072
SU-2-IOF-6 1.349 1.414 1.535 1.349 1.455 1. 078
SU-5-IOF-l 1.531 2.677 2.861 1.531 1.403 0.916
SU-5-IOF-2 1.579 2.760 2.976 1.579 1.480 0.936
SU-5-IOF-3 1. 757 2.735 2.934 1. 757 1.750 0.995
SU-5-IOF-4 1.795 2.794 3.020 1. 795 1.830 1. 019
SU-5-IOF-5 1. 991 2.820 3.000 1. 991 2.080 1.044
SU-5-IOF-6 1.983 2.807 2.981 1.983 1.835 0.925
SU-6-IOF-1 1.504 2.581 2.254 1.504 1.485 0.987
SU-6-IOF-2 1.517 2.646 2.235 1.517 1.580 1.041
SU-6-IOF-3 1.660 2.559 2.189 1.660 1.890 1.137
SU-6-IOF-4 1.663 2.538 2.185 1.663 1.815 1.091
SU-6-IOF-5 1.802 2.488 2.146 1.802 2.085 1.156
SU-6-IOF-6 1.906 2.650 2.287 1.906 1.890 0.991
U-SU-17-IOF-5 1.715 2.529 3.378 1.715 1.500 0.874
U-SU-17-IOF-6 1.715 2.530 3.384 1.715 1.525 0.888
U-SU-18-IOF-5 1.457 1. 991 1.721 1.457 1.690 1.159





Comparison of Tested and Computed Loads for EOF- Series
(Previous UMR Tests) One-Flange Loading Condition
Based on the Current AISI Design Formulas
and the Newly Developed Formula
Specimen ProF PEOF
P P P Pcr comp test test
No. (kips) (kips) (kips) (kips) (kips) --Pcomp
SU-1-EOF-1 1.550 0.997 1.550 0.997 1.150 1.153
SU-1-EOF-2 1.585 1.029 1.585 1.029 1.010 0.980
SU-1-EOF-5 1. 653 1.466 1.653 1.466 1.300 0.886
SU-1-EOF-6 1. 750 1.451 1. 750 1.451 1.240 0.854
SU-2-EOF-1 1.517 0.915 1. 517 0.915 0.990 1. 081
SU-2-EOF-2 1.487 0.886 1.487 0.886 1.010 1.139
SlJ-2-EOF-5 1.479 1.185 1.479 1.185 1.120 0.944
SU-2-EOF-6 1.422 1.115 1.422 1.115 1.120 1.000
SU-4-EOF-1 2.669 1. 780 4.024 1. 780 1.796 1.008
SU-4-EOF-2 1.698 1.833 4.019 1.833 1.810 0.987
SU-4-EOF-3 2.637 2.048 3.952 2.048 2.076 1.013
SlJ-4-EOF-4 2.621 2.025 3.908 2.025 2.000 0.987
SU-4-EOF-5 2.676 2.391 4.010 2.391 2.250 0.940
SU-4-EOF-6 2.582 2.279 3.806 2.279 2.210 0.969
SU-5-EOF-1 2.540 1. 641 2.939 1.641 1. 760 1. 072
SU-5-EOF-2 2.653 1. 756 3.128 1. 756 1. 676 0.954
SU-5-EOF-3 2.627 2.003 3.077 2.003 1. 980 0.988
SU-5-EOF-4 2.558 1.906 3.003 1.906 1.940 1. 017
SU-5-EOF-5 2.593 2.247 3.028 2.247 2.012 0.895
SU-5-EOF-6 2.549 2.198 2.953 2.198 2.136 0.971
SU-6-EOF-1 2.223 1.574 2.223 1.574 1.776 1.128
SU-6-EOF-2 2.184 1.508 2.184 1.508 1. 750 1.160
SU-6-EOF-3 2.162 1. 793 2.162 1. 793 1.806 1.006
SU-6-EOF-4 2.123 1. 695 2.123 1.695 1. 870 1.103
SU-6-EOF-5 2.243 2.062 2.243 2.062 2.090 1. 013




smallest value of the computed loads PIOF ' PEOF and Per' The computed web
crippling loads PIOF and PEOF were defined previously in Section IV.C and
the computed critical web buckling load P was discussed in Section IV.E.
cr




versus the Llh ratio for the one-flange loading condition. It was noted
that the ultimate web crippling loads computed by using the new formula
can provide good predictions for specimens with small Llh ratios. In
general, the accuracy of prediction is within ± 20%.
(c) For a total of 108 tests used to evaluate the results for the
one-flange loading condition, the average value of Pt tiP ratios ises comp
0.996 with a standard deviation of 0.086.
(d) For the interior two-flange loading condition, it was found that
the current AISI design formula for web crippling (Eq. 2.9) along with the
new formula (Eq. 4.1) developed herein for computing the ultimate web
buckling load of cold-formed steel beam webs can provide good predictions
as compared in Tables 4.5a and 4.5b. In these tables, Table 4.5a presents
the test results obtained from this study and Table 4. 5b presents 30
results achieved from the previous UMR tests. The governing ultimate web
crippling loads are listed under the column title " P ", which is thecomp
smaller value of the computed loads PITF and Pcr The value of PITF was
discussed in Section IV.C.
(e) Figure 4.12 shows a plot of P tiP ratios versus Llh ratiostes comp
for the interior two-flange loading condition. It was noted that most of
the specimens conducted in this program have good agreements with
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Table 4.5a
Comparison of Tested and Computed Loads for A & C1 Series
Interior Two-Flange loading Condition
Based on the Current AISI Design Formulas
and the Newly Developed Formula
Specimen PITF P P P Pcr comp test test
No. (kips) (kips) (kips) (kips) Pcomp
A-3 1.898 0.870 0.870 0.873 0.998
A-4 1. 898 0.860 0.860 0.873 0.986
A-5 1.854 1.448 1.448 1.535 1. 061
A-6 1. 856 1.452 1.452 1.510 1. 041
A-7 1. 853 2.038 1. 853 2.010 1.085
A-8 1.852 2.035 1. 852 2.025 1. 093
A-21 1.895 0.806 0.806 0.775 0.962
A-22 1.848 0.787 0.787 0.750 0.953
A-23 1.916 1.413 1.413 1.490 1.054
A-24 1.855 1.375 1.375 1.570 1.141
A-25 1.943 2.035 1.943 1.990 1.024
A-26 1. 895 1.986 1.895 2.005 1.058
Cl-3 1.940 1.222 1.222 1.300 1.065
Cl-4 1.939 1. 221 1.221 1.150 0.943
Cl-5 1. 801 1. 717 1. 717 1.670 0.974
Cl-6 1.802 1.721 1.721 1.860 1.082
Cl-7 1.945 2.502 1.945 2.000 1.028
Cl-8 1. 852 2.381 1.852 1.990 1. 074
Cl-9 1. 850 2.973 1.850 1. 975 1.068
C1-10 1. 952 3.174 1. 952 2.005 1. 027
Cl-13 1.170 0.835 0.835 0.710 0.850
Cl-14 1.169 0.833 0.833 0.745 0.895
Cl-15 1.202 1. 319 1.202 1.320 1.098
Cl-16 1.191 1.311 1.191 1.175 0.986
C1-17 1.185 1.724 1.185 1.450 1.224
Cl-18 1.187 1. 760 1.187 1.395 1. 176
Cl-19 1.863 2.834 1.863 2.115 1.135
Cl-20 1.957 2.973 1. 957 2.130 1.088
Mean Value 1.042
Standard Deviation 0.082
Note: For Tables 4.5a and 4.5b, P is the smaller onecomp
between the computed loads of PITF and Pcr
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Table 4.5b
Comparison of Tested and Computed Loads for ITF- Series
(Previous UMR Tests) Interior Two-Flange Loading Condition
Based on the Current AISI Design Formulas
and 'the Newly Developed Formula
Specimen PITF P P P Pcr comp test test
No. (kips) (kips) (kips) (kips) --Pcomp
SU-1-ITF-1 0.811 0.884 0.811 0.770 0.949
SU-1-ITF-2 0.782 0.866 0.782 0.785 1.004
SU-1-ITF-5 0.854 0.884 0.854 0.795 0.931
SU-1-ITF-6 0.790 0.847 0.790 0.820 1. 037
SU-2-ITF-1 0.516 0.827 0.516 0.610 1.182
SU-2-ITF-2 0.493 0.812 0.493 0.610 1.238
SU-2-ITF-5 0.554 0.831 0.554 0.630 1. 137
SU-2-ITF-6 0.503 0.799 0.503 0.595 1.183
SU-4-ITF-1 1.888 2.340 1.888 1.715 0.908
SU-4-ITF-2 1.904 2.352 1.904 1.725 0.905
SU-4-ITF-3 1.782 2.162 1. 782 1.915 1. 075
SU-4-ITF-4 1.833 2.215 1.833 1.980 1.080
SU-4-ITF-5 1.999 2.393 1.999 2.210 1.106
SU-4-ITF-6 1. 892 2.274 1. 892 2.310 1. 221
SU-5-ITF-1 1.562 1.616 1.562 1.508 0.965
SU-5-ITF-2 1.589 1.644 1.589 1.530 0.963
SU-5-ITF-3 1.642 1.652 1.642 1.550 0.944
SU-5-ITF-4 1.611 1.626 1.611 1. 710 1.061
SU-5-ITF-5 1.653 1.623 1.623 1.620 0.998
SU-5-ITF-6 1. 676 1.642 1.642 1. 610 0.980
SU-6-ITF-1 1.356 1. 227 1. 227 1.465 1.197
SU-6-ITF-2 1. 375 1.228 1.228 1.233 1.004
SU-6-ITF-3 1.444 1.259 1.259 1.225 0.973
SU-6-ITF-4 1. 387 1.220 1.220 1.280 1.049
SU-6-ITF-5 1.496 1.282 1.282 1. 330 1.038
SU-6-ITF-6 1.382 1.188 1.188 1.250 1. 053
U-SU-17-ITF-5 1.580 1.909 1.580 1.605 1.016
U-SU-17-ITF-6 1.548 1.886 1.548 1.605 1.037
U-SU-19-ITF-5 0.929 0.941 0.929 0.750 0.808
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Fig. 4.12 Effect of the Llh Ratio on the Pt tiP Ratio Based ones comp
the Current AISI Design Formulas and the Newly Developed
Formula for Interior Two-Flange Loading Condition
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(f) For a total of 58 tests evaluated for interior two-flange
loading, the average value of the P
t
tiP ratios is 1.034 with aes comp
standard deviation of 0.096. These tests include 30 tests from the
previous UMR program.
(g) For the end two-flange loading condition, it was found that the
current AISI design formula for web crippling (Eq. 2.8) together with the
new formula (Eq. 4.2) developed herein for predicting the ultimate web
buckling loads can provide good predictions as compared in Tables 4.6a and
4.6b. In these tables, Table 4.6a deals with the tests conducted in this
study and Table 4.6b presents 30 results obtained from the previous UMR
tests. The computed ultimate web crippling loads are given under the




and Pcr The computed web crippling load PETF was discussed in
Section IV.C.
(h) Figure 4.13 shows a plot of Pt tiP ratios versus L/hes comp
ratios. It can be seen that all specimens conducted in this program have
good agreement with predictions. In general, the accuracy of prediction is
within ± 20%.
(i) For a total of 54 tests including 30 previous UMR tests used to
evaluate the results for the end two-flange loading condition, the average
value of P
t
tiP ratios is 1. 011 with a standard deviation of 0.0883.es comp
(j) From the above evaluations, it was found that the newly developed
formulas can supplement the current AISI formulas for the design of cold-
formed steel beams to prevent web failure.
2. Design Recommendations. The following formulas are recommended
for the design of cold-formed steel beams having single unreinforced webs
with stiffened flanges subjected to localized edge loading:
Table 4.6a
Comparison of Tested and Computed Loads for A & C1- Series
End Two-Flange Loading Condition
Based on the Current AISI Design Formulas



































































































































































Note: For Tables 4.6a and 4.6b, P is the smaller onecomp
between the computed loads of PETF and Pcr
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Table 4.6b
Comparison of Tested and Computed Loads for ETF- Series
(Previous UMR Tests) End Two-Flange Loading Condition
Based on the Current AISI Design Formulas
and the Newly Developed Formula
Specimen PETF P P P Pcr comp test test
No. (kips) (kips) (kips) (kips) Pcomp
SU-1-ETF-1 0.276 0.335 0.276 0.320 1.161
SU-1-ETF-2 0.296 0.357 0.296 0.310 1.049
SU-1-ETF-5 0.413 0.408 0.408 0.380 0.932
SU-1-ETF-6 0.426 0.421 0.421 0.355 0.844
SU-2-ETF-1 0.227 0.246 0.227 0.280 1.234
SU-2-ETF-2 0.266 0.288 0.266 0.280 1.052
SU-2-ETF-5 0.305 0.266 0.266 0.315 1.186
SU-2-ETF-6 0.356 0.312 0.312 0.290 0.928
SU-4-ETF-1 0.602 0.865 0.602 0.685 1.138
SU-4-ETF-2 0.624 0.932 0.624 0.668 1. 071
SU-4-ETF-3 0.736 1.003 0.736 0.745 1. 012
SU-4-ETF-4 0.737 1.008 0.737 0.750 1.017
SU-4-ETF-5 0.804 1.049 0.804 0.765 0.952
SU-4-ETF-6 0.804 1.051 0.804 0.775 0.964
SU-5-ETF-1 0.580 0.690 0.580 0.600 1.034
SU-5-ETF-2 0.588 0.695 0.588 0.615 1.046
SU-5-ETF-3 0.672 0.749 0.672 0.615 0.916
SU-5-ETF-4 0.636 0.730 0.636 0.625 0.983
SU-5-ETF-5 0.775 0.819 0.775 0.685 0.884
SU-5-ETF-6 0.754 0.794 0.754 0.675 0.896
SU-6-ETF-1 0.486 0.513 0.486 0.585 1.203
SU-6-ETF-2 0.514 0.541 0.514 0.545 1.061
SU-6-ETF-3 0.564 0.552 0.552 0.608 1.102
SU-6-ETF-4 0.587 0.567 0.567 0.595 1. 050
SU-6-ETF-5 0.666 0.598 0.598 0.665 1.113
SU-6-ETF-6 0.684 0.616 0.616 0.660 1.071
U-SU-17-ETF-5 0.760 0.885 0.760 0.780 1. 027
U-SU-17-ETF-6 0.777 0.912 0.777 0.755 0.972
U-SU-19-ETF-5 0.548 0.460 0.460 0.455 0.989
U-SU-19-ETF-6 0.549 0.461' 0.461 0.470 1. 019
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Fig. 4.13 Effect of the Llh Ratio on the Pt tiP Ratio Based ones comp
the Current AISI Design Formulas and the Newly Developed
Formula for End Two-Flange Loading Condition
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To avoid crippling or buckling of unreinforced beam webs, the
allowable concentrated loads shall not exceed the value of P 11 listed
a ow
below.
a. One-Flange Loading Condition. For beams having stiffened
flanges supported at both ends and subjected to a concentrated load at the
mid-length of the beam with any e2 distance (Fig. 3.2(a», the applied
concentrated load shall not exceed the allowable load determined in
accordance with Eqs. 4.3 through 4.5:
2 *Pallow = t KC l C2Ca(29l-0.4(h/t» (1+0.007(Nl /t»
2
Pallow = 2 t KC 3C4Ca(179-0.33(h/t» (1+0.01(N2/t»
2 **




Equations 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 are governed by the interior one-flange
loading under the concentrated load, end one-flnage loading at both end
supports, and web buckling, respectively. The safety factor used for these
three formulas is 1.85.
b. Interior Two-Flange Loading Condition. For beams having
stiffened flanges subjected to two approximately equal and opposite
forces applied simutaneous ly to both top and bottom flanges at the
interior portion of the beam with e 1 > 0.25h (Fig. 3.2(b», the
applied concentrated load and reaction shall not exceed the allowable load
determined in accordance with Eqs. 4.6 and 4.7:









* When Nl/t > 60, the factor (1+0.007(N1/t» may be increased to
(0.75+0.0ll(N1/t».




Equations 4.6 and 4.7 are governed by the interior two-flange loading
and web buckling, respectively.
c. End Two-Flange Loading Condition. For beams having stiffened
flanges subjected to two approximately equal and opposite forces applied
simultaneously to both top and bottom flanges at the end of the beam with
e
1
>. 0.25h (Fig. 3.2(c)), the applied concentrated load and reaction
shall not exceed the allowable load determined in accordance with Eqs. 4.8
and 4.9:
2
Pallow = t KC 3C4Ce(132-0.31(h/t)) (1+0.01(N1/t))




1.0 but not less than 0.50
Equations 4.8 and 4.9 are governed by the end two-flange loading and
web buckling, respectively. Equation 4.9 is based on Eq. 4.2 with a safety
factor of 1. 85.
In the above formulas,


















= (1+0.93(L/h)) ~ 6.6
K
2
= (1+0.725(L/h)) < 2.6
e = clear distance from the edge of the bearing plate to the
1
end of the beam, in.
e = clear distance between the edges of adjacent bearing plates, in.
2
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K = F /33
Y
h = clear distance between flanges measured along the plane
of web, in.
t = web thickness, in.
N1 =bearing length of interior load, in.
N2 = bearing length of end reaction, in.
L = beam length, in.
R = inside bend radius, in.
e = angle between plane of web and plane of bearing surface> 45
but no more than 90.
F = yield point of web, ksi
y
The design provisions proposed in Eqs. 4.3 through 4.9 are applicable
only to cold-formed steel channel sections with stiffened flanges when
they are subjected to the loading conditions shown in Fig. 3.2. In
addition, this investigation covers only the parameter ranges listed in




For the design of cold-formed steel structural members, Section 3.5
of the current AISI Specification provides the design criteria for web
crippling. Four different equations are presently used for determining
the allowable loads to prevent web crippling of beams having single
unreinforced webs with stiffened flanges. Each formula applies to a
specific loading condition. The loading conditions classified in the
current AISI Specification are based on the specified distances e 1 and e2
as shown in Fig. 1.2. These limiting values were selected on the basis of
previous web crippling tests.
During the academic year 1983-84, an experimental program was
conducted at the University of Missouri-Rolla to investigate the effect of
the distances e
1
and e2 on web crippling loads for different loading
conditions. This thesis contains a literature review and presents details
of the experimental study of cold-formed steel beam webs subjected to
partial edge loading. In addition to the evaluation of the test results
with the predicted web crippling loads, two new formulas were developed
for determining the ultimate loads for web buckling caused by edge
loading.
The literature review related to the buckling strength of thin plates
subjected to partial edge loading was summarized in Section II. This
Section also included the design criteria being used in different
specifications for preventing web crippling.
The experimental program used to study the beam members subjected to
partial edge loading that may cause web crippling or web buckling was
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discussed in Section III. This Section deals with the preparation of 112
test specimens, test setup used for different loading conditions, failure
modes obtained from tests, and the test results obtained from this
program.
The evaluation of the results of 112 tests conducted in this program
and the results of previous tests was presented in Section IV. It was
found that even though the current AISI design formulas can provide
reasonable predictions for web crippling loads for regular beams having
usual lengths but they may not be applicable to such beams with small L/h
ratios which may fail by web buckling rather than web crippling. Two new
formulas were developed in this study for predicting the critical web
buckling loads. Comparisons of tested and computed loads for different
loading conditions based on the current AISI design formulas and the newly
developed formulas were made in various tables and shown graphically in
different figures. Subsequently, new design criteria were recommended for
preventing web crippling and web buckling.
It should be noted that the new formulas were developed on the basis
of the limited test results for those cold-formed steel beams having
stiffened flanges and single unreinforced webs subjected to the loading
conditions with the limitations described in Section III. These new design
formulas should not be considered as general design rules for other cases.
Because this study can only be served as an exploratory investigation, an
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APPENDIX A
MEASURED DIMENSIONS OF TEST SPECIMENS
This Appendix includes five tables (Tables A. 1 through A. 5) for
measured dimensions of test specimens used in this program.
A total of 112 specimens were tested in this study. Among these
tests, 60 specimens were tested for one-flange loading condition, 2B
specimens were tested for interior two-flange loading condition, and 24
specimens were tested for end two-flange loading condition.
In these tables, the specimens included in Tables A.5, A.4, and A.2
were used for the first, second, and third cases of the one-flange loading
condition, respectively. Specimens Nos. A-3 through A-B, and A-21 through
A-26 included in Table A.1 and Specimens Nos. Cl-3 through C1-10, and C1-
13 through Cl-20 included in Table A.3 were used for the interior two-
flange loading condition. Specimens Nos. A-9 through A-1B, and A-27
through A-36 listed in Table A.1 and Specimens Nos. C1-1, Cl-2, C1-11, and
Cl-12 given in Table A.3 were used for the end two-flange loading
condition.
For the designation of symbols, see Figure 3.4.
Table A.1
Measured Dimensions of Test Specimens, A- Series
Specimen t B1 B2 B3 B4 d1 d2
No. (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. )
A-3 0.0505 2.517 2.520 2.500 2.500 0.620 0.600
A-4 0.0505 2.500 2.502 2.516 2.521 0.600 0.620
A-5 0.0500 2.509 2.523 2.516 2.507 0.609 0.610
A-6 0.0500 2.515 2.508 2.520 2.530 0.611 0.607
A-7 0.0500 2.512 2.508 2.512 2.500 0.605 0.604
A-8 0.0500 2.500 2.500 2.512 2.512 0.602 0.605
A-9 0.0508 2.506 2.512 2.517 2.509 0.620 0.600
A-10 0.0507 2.507 2.503 2.520 2.513 0.620 0.600
A-11 0.0510 2.528 2.525 2.510 2.512 0.605 0.610
A-12 0.0510 2.525 2.523 2.508 2.508 0.617 0.600
A-13 0.0510 2.525 2.523 2.523 2.520 0.610 0.605
A-14 0.0510 2.526 2.500 2.512 2.522 0.605 0.609
A-15 0.0500 2.513 2.520 2.518 2.518 0.603 0.618
A-16 0.0500 2.520 2.522 2.517 2.510 0.609 0.618
A-17 0.0500 2.520 2.500 2.514 2.521 0.619 0.605
A-18 0.0500 2.500 2.515 2.522 2.520 0.602 0.630
A-21 0.0515 2.560 2.562 2.565 2.564 0.620 0.600
A-22 0.0510 2.561 2.560 2.561 2.576 0.590 0.630
A-23 0.0517 2.575 2.568 2.571 2.582 0.605 0.612
A-24 0.0510 2.560 2.550 2.580 2.578 0.611 0.618
A-25 0.0520 2.564 2.581 2.542 2.565 0.620 0.575
A-26 0.0515 2.562 2.535 2.554 2.554 0.620 0.586
A-27 0.0515 2.575 2.546 2.551 2.556 0.628 0.630
A-28 0.0510 2.572 2.562 2.572 2.576 0.630 0.626
A-29 0.0515 2.585 2.582 2.560 2.580 0.607 0.612
A-30 0.0515 2.578 2.580 2.564 2.565 0.604 0.594
A-31 0.0520 2.567 2.568 2.549 2.547 0.595 0.620
A-32 0.0515 2.575 2.560 2.556 2.574 0.600 0.610
A-33 0.0515 2.553 2.570 2.552 2.568 0.590 0.625
A-34 - 0.0515 2.565 2.560 2.553 2.556 0.570 0.650
A-35 0.0510 2.559 2.556 2.534 2.527 0.575 0.630
A-36 0.0510 2.538 2.565 2.547 2.540 0.630 0.635




Measured Dimensions of Test Specimens, A- Series
Specimen D1 D2 BB h R L N1 N2
No. (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. )
A-3 4.954 4.945 7 4.845 0.0781 4.4 2
A-4 4.946 4.946 7 4.842 0.0781 4.4 2
A-5 4.970 4.957 7 4.835 0.0781 9.2 2
A-6 4.940 4.922 7 4.822 0.0781 9.2 2
A-7 4.956 4.967 7 4.842 0.0781 14.0 2
A-8 4.964 4.960 7 4.858 0.0781 14.0 2
A-9 4.950 4.954 7 4.840 0.0781 3.2 2
A-10 4.948 4.967 7 4.840 0.0781 3.2 2
A-ll 4.945 4.930 7 4.826 0.0781 4.4 2
A-12 4.957 4.950 7 4.836 0.0781 4.4 2
A-13 4.956 4.936 7 4.823 0.0781 5.6 2
A-14 4.925 4.940 7 4.815 0.0781 5.6 2
A-15 4.922 4.922 7 4.800 0.0781 6.8 2
A-16 4.916 4.910 7 4.800 0.0781 6.8 2
A-17 4.947 4.940 7 4.836 0.0781 8.0 2
A-18 4.934 4.944 7 4.825 0.0781 8.0 2
A-21 5.945 5.950 7 5.835 0.0781 4.9 2
A-22 5.936 5.945 7 5.835 0.0781 4.9 2
A-23 5.914 5.907 7 5.820 0.0781 10.7 2
A-24 5.910 5.918 7 5.790 0.0781 10.7 2
A-25 5.944 5.936 7 5.830 0.0781 16.5 2
A-26 5.937 5.940 7 5.832 0.0781 16.5 2
A-27 5.955 5.950 7 5.838 0.0781 3.5 2
A-28 5.955 5.952 7 5.837 0.0781 3.5 2
A-29 5.926 5.930 7 5.800 0.0781 4.9 2
A-30 5.930 5.930 7 5.813 0.0781 4.9 2
A-31 5.940 5.945 7 5.828 0.0781 6.4 2
A-32 5.942 5.946 7 5.836 0.0781 6.4 2
A-33 5.940 5.940 7 5.828 0.0781 7.8 2
A-34 5.940 5.936 7 5.826 0.0781 7.8 2
A-35 5.940 5.936 7 5.834 0.0781 9.3 2
A-36 5.940 5.935 7 5.830 0.0781 9.3 2
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Table A.2
Measured Dimensions of Test Specimens, B- Series
Specimen t B1 B2 B3 B4 d1 d2
No. (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. )
B-1 0.0510 2.522 2.525 2.523 2.510 0.610 0.608
B-2 0.0510 2.505 2.518 2.520 2.520 0.613 0.607
B-3 0.0510 2.507 2.503 2.530 2.535 0.605 0.615
B-4 0.0500 2.535 2.540 2.505 2.505 0.612 0.607
B-5 0.0500 2.518 2.522 2.500 2.500 0.610 0.615
B-6 0.0500 2.512 2.508 2.485 2.488 0.617 0.600
B-7 0.0500 2.515 2.538 2.532 2.527 0.615 0.616
B-8 0.0500 2.524 2.533 2.540 2.534 0.617 0.612
B-9 0.0500 2.505 2.500 2.525 2.520 0.621 0.615
B-10 0.0500 2.510 2.514 2.530 2.495 0.620 0.620
B-ll 0.0495 2.650 2.640 2.660 2.667 0.614 0.615
B-12 0.0495 2.640 2.640 2.625 2.626 0.625 0.630
B-13 0.0495 2.662 2.638 2.635 2.675 0.622 0.620
B-14 0.0495 2.678 2.672 2.635 2.636 0.617 0.610
B-15 0.0500 2.630 2.625 2.640 2.640 0.600 0.630
B-16 0.0495 2.636 2.627 2.648 2.628 0.600 0.626
B-17 0.0500 2.632 2.671 2.654 2.675 0.606 0.630
B-18 0.0495 2.660 2.622 2.655 2.623 0.620 0.626
B-19 0.0490 2.650 2.660 2.675 2.647 0.615 0.610
B-20 0.0495 2.637 2.667 2.630 2.678 0.612 0.610
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Table A.2 (Cont'd)
Measured Dimensions of Test Specimens, B- Series
Specimen D1 D2 BB h R L N1 N2
No. (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. )
B-1 4.935 4.930 7 4.825 0.0781 4.0 2 1
B-2 4.934 4.930 7 4.820 0.0781 4.0 2 1
B-3 4.940 4.948 7 4.824 0.0781 6.5 2 1
B-4 4.952 4.948 7 4.834 0.0781 6.5 2 1
B-5 4.950 4.943 7 4.843 0.0781 8.9 2 1
B-6 4.950 4.945 7 4.845 0.0781 8.9 2 1
B-7 4.917 4.910 7 4.800 0.0781 11.4 2 1
B-8 4.921 4.915 7 4.800 0.0781 11.4 2 1
B-9 4.910 4.920 7 4.800 0.0781 13.8 2 1
B-10 4.922 4.915 7 4.818 0.0781 13.8 2 1
B-ll 6.164 6.164 7 6.055 0.0781 4.0 2 1
B-12 6.160 6.184 7 6.052 0.0781 4.0 2 1
B-13 6.190 6.190 7 6.070 0.0781 7.1 2 1
B-14 6.163 6.164 7 6.056 0.0781 7.1 2 1
B-15 6.180 6.190 7 6.050 0.0781 10.2 2 1
B-16 6.185 6.180 7 6.067 0.0781 10.2 2 1
B-17 6.162 6.132 7 6.060 0.0781 13.2 2 1
B-18 6.152 6.185 7 6.030 0.0781 13.2 2 1
B-19 6.164 6.180 7 6.048 0.0781 16.3 2 1
B-20 6.187 6.160 7 6.060 0.0781 16.3 2 1
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Table A.3
Measured Dimensions of Test Specimens, C1- Series
Specimen t B1 B2 B3 B4 d1 d2
No. (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. )
C1-1 0.0495 2.539 2.535 2.533 2.532 0.618 0.621
Cl-2 0.0500 2.507 2.538 2.532 2.509 0.607 0.638
Cl-3 0.0510 2.540 2.521 2.526 2.543 0.623 0.617
Cl-4 0.0510 2.538 2.535 2.540 2.531 0.628 0.624
Cl-5 0.0495 2.545 2.511 2.513 2.555 0.620 0.621
Cl-6 0.0495 2.548 2.512 2.516 2.553 0.624 0.617
Cl-7 0.0510 2.511 2.520 2.522 2.518 0.604 0.606
Cl-8 0.0500 2.497 2.507 2.495 2.509 0.628 0.595
Cl-9 0.0500 2.494 2.485 2.507 2.490 0.596 0.616
C1-10 0.0510 2.525 2.530 2.520 2.525 0.620 0.613
C1-11 0.0450 2.576 2.590 2.525 2.509 0.585 0.680
Cl-12 0.0460 2.514 2.516 2.461 2.470 0.437 0.783
Cl-13 0.0455 2.565 2.580 2.505 2.504 0.446 0.779
Cl-14 0.0455 2.558 2.578 2.475 2.483 0.410 0.830
Cl-15 0.0460 2.531 2.540 2.460 2.458 0.368 0.860
Cl-16 0.0458 2.564 2.558 2.540 2.528 0.568 0.630
Cl-17 0.0460 2.516 2.529 2.506 2.500 0.600 0.632
Cl-18 0.0458 2.573 2.516 2.517 2.498 0.570 0.635
Cl-19 0.0515 2.545 2.535 2.555 2.550 0.550 0.590
Cl-20 0.0520 2.553 2.560 2.565 2.565 0.608 0.615
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Table A.3 (Cont'd)
Measured Dimensions of Test Specimens, C1- Series
Specimen D1 D2 BB h R L N1 N2
No. (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. )
C1-1 4.873 4.880 7 4.872 0.0781 9.5 2
Cl-2 4.900 4.892 7 4.891 0.0781 9.5 2
Cl-3 4.883 4.878 7 4.872 0.0781 7.0 2
Cl-4 4.882 4.901 7 4.877 0.0781 7.0 2
Cl-5 4.993 4.898 7 4.888 0.0781 11.9 2
Cl-6 4.998 4.892 7 4.880 0.0781 11.9 2
Cl-7 4.949 4.947 7 4.836 0.0781 16.8 2
Cl-8 4.964 5.076 7 4.846 0.0781 16.8 2
Cl-9 4.970 4.971 7 4.861 0.0781 21.7 2
C1-10 4.925 4.940 7 4.790 0.0781 21.7 2
C1-11 5.773 5.820 7 5.665 0.0703 10.9 2
Cl-12 5.903 5.900 7 5.800 0.0703 10.9 2
Cl-13 5.813 5.821 7 5.720 0.0703 7.9 2
C1-14 5.835 5.824 7 5.732 0.0703 7.9 2
Cl-15 5.838 5.869 7 5.738 0.0703 13.8 2
Cl-16 5.821 5.805 7 5.715 0.0703 13.8 2
Cl-17 5.894 5.885 7 5.883 0.0703 19.7 2
Cl-18 5.849 5.915 7 5.753 0.0703 19.7 2
Cl-19 5.950 5.967 7 5.853 0.0703 25.6 2
Cl-20 5.972 5.976 7 5.852 0.0703 25.6 2
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Table A.4
Measured Dimensions of Test Specimens, C2- Series
Specimen t B1 B2 B3 B4 d1 d2
No. (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. )
C2-1 0.0508 2.525 2.510 2.516 2.526 0.614 0.613
C2-2 0.0510 2.522 2.522 2.524 2.530 0.612 0.608
C2-3 0.0500 2.522 2.492 2.502 2.510 0.611 0.619
C2-4 0.0504 2.526 2.516 2.507 2.504 0.611 0.607
C2-5 0.0496 2.520 2.513 2.521 2.520 0.612 0.612
C2-6 0.0500 2.511 2.516 2.496 2.506 0.621 0.595
C2-7 0.0500 2.490 2.517 2.508 2.495 0.618 0.611
C2-8 0.0504 2.514 2.521 2.519 2.522 0.614 0.612
C2-9 0.0500 2.526 2.512 2.534 2.525 0.604 0.612
C2-10 0.0500 2.523 2.536 2.500 2.510 0.612 0.600
C2-11 0.0460 2.512 2.509 2.493 2.506 0.609 0.646
C2-12 0.0460 2.510 2.476 2.506 2.477 0.611 0.647
C2-13 0.0525 2.552 2.538 2.565 2.536 0.532 0.568
C2-14 0.0525 2.546 2.552 2.556 2.564 0.620 0.532
C2-15 0.0525 2.555 2.550 2.572 2.546 0.554 0.600
C2-16 0.0520 2.535 2.544 2.536 2.553 0.620 0.604
C2-17 0.0520 2.542 2.540 2.537 2.541 0.589 0.607
C2-18 0.0520 2.550 2.552 2.567 2.567 0.608 0.587
C2-19 0.0515 2.550 2.538 2.565 2.566 0.612 0.608
C2-20 0.0520 2.555 2.562 2.522 2.545 0.592 0.609
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Table A.4 (Cont'd)
Measured Dimensions of Test Specimens, C2- Series
Specimen D1 D2 BB h R L N1 N2
No. (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. )
C2-1 4.931 4.932 7 4.826 0.0781 7.0 5 1
C2-2 4.926 4.931 7 4.821 0.0781 7.0 5 1
C2-3 4.944 4.942 7 4.845 0.0781 11.9 5 1
C2-4 4.937 4.938 7 4.837 0.0781 11. 9 5 1
C2-5 4.905 4.920 7 4.800 0.0781 16.9 5 1
C2-6 4.940 4.940 7 4.831 0.0781 16.9 5 1
C2-7 4.953 4.967 7 4.855 0.0781 21.8 5 1
C2-8 4.914 4.951 7 4.840 0.0781 21.8 5 1
C2-9 4.940 4.960 7 4.845 0.0781 26.7 5 1
C2-10 4.952 4.947 7 4.835 0.0781 16.7 5 1
C2-11 5.890 5.900 7 5.813 0.0703 7.0 5 1
C2-12 5.884 5.868 7 5.790 0.0703 7.0 5 1
C2-13 5.992 5.990 7 5.876 0.0703 12.9 5 1
C2-14 6.000 5.988 7 5.890 0.0703 12.9 5 1
C2-15 5.956 5.990 7 5.856 0.0703 18.8 5 1
C2-16 5.985 5.961 7 5.875 0.0703 18.8 5 1
C2-17 5.981 5.975 7 5.858 0.0703 24.7 5 1
C2-18 5.955 5.945 7 5.845 0.0703 24.7 5 1
C2-19 5.920 5.934 7 5.812 0.0703 30.6 5 1
C2-20 5.962 5.950 7 5.840 0.0703 30.6 5 1
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Table A.5
Measured Dimensions of Test Specimens, C3- Series
Specimen t B1 B2 B3 B4 d1 d2
No. (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in.) (in. ) (in. )
C3-1 0.0500 2.520 2.521 2.518 2.516 0.606 0.618
C3-2 0.0500 2.514 2.515 2.529 2.516 0.600 0.604
C3-3 0.0505 2.517 2.509 2.505 2.509 0.616 0.614
C3-4 0.0505 2.504 2.520 2.510 2.502 0.621 0.615
C3-5 0.0510 2.517 2.530 2.523 2.520 0.602 0.604
C3-6 0.0500 2.506 2.497 2.520 2.516 0.610 0.590
C3-7 0.0500 2.510 2.528 2.526 2.527 0.617 0.606
C3-B 0.0505 2.523 2.528 2.490 2.515 0.611 0.610
C3-9 0.0495 2.505 2.520 2.519 2.533 0.630 0.580
C3-10 0.0500 2.510 2.518 2.517 2.500 0.600 0.630
C3-11 0.0450 2.523 2.520 2.505 2.487 0.603 0.700
C3-12 0.0450 2.490 2.525 2.500 2.486 0.594 0.714
C3-13 0.0455 2.507 2.485 2.492 2.507 0.543 0.692
C3-14 0.0455 2.522 2.505 2.505 2.490 0.566 0.716
C3-15 0.0495 2.641 2.641 2.655 2.638 0.625 0.621
C3-16 0.0490 2.600 2.666 2.667 2.667 0.622 0.640
C3-17 0.0525 3.019 3.014 3.030 3.000 0.751 0.737
C3-18 0.0520 3.045 3.045 3.022 3.042 0.656 0.607
C3-19 0.0520 3.037 3.035 3.015 3.058 0.555 0.576
C3-20 0.0520 3.037 3.024 3.044 3.044 0.602 0.560
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Table A.5 (Cont'd)
Measured Dimensions of Test Specimens, C3- Series
Specimen D1 D2 BB h R L N1 N2
No. (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. )
C3-1 4.916 4.924 7 4.814 0.0781 11. 0 1 5
C3-2 4.939 4.953 7 4.832 0.0781 1l.0 1 5
C3-3 4.960 4.965 7 4.857 0.0781 15.9 1 5
C3-4 4.968 4.958 7 4.858 0.0781 15.9 1 5
C3-5 4.944 4.957 6 4.834 0.0781 20.8 1 5
C3-6 4.957 4.960 6 4.846 0.0781 20.8 1 5
C3-7 4.948 4.930 6 4.854 0.0781 25.7 1 5
C3-8 4.956 4.956 6 4.858 0.0781 25.7 1 5
C3-9 4.953 4.938 6 4.847 0.0781 30.6 1 5
C3-10 4.939 4.958 6 4.842 0.0781 30.6 1 5
C3-11 5.922 5.863 6 5.811 0.0859 1l.0 1 5
C3-12 5.920 5.885 6 5.824 0.0859 1l.0 1 5
C3-13 5.913 5.940 6 5.800 0.0859 16.9 1 5
C3-14 5.952 5.940 6 5.838 0.0859 16.9 1 5
C3-15 6.156 6.156 7 6.070 0.0703 22.8 1 5
C3-16 6.150 6.137 7 6.057 0.0703 22.8 1 5
C3-17 5.841 5.850 7 5.730 0.0703 28.7 1 5
C3-18 5.832 5.825 7 5.726 0.0703 28.7 1 5
C3-19 5.913 5.915 7 5.800 0.0703 34.6 1 5
C3-20 5.904 5.914 7 5.800 0.0703 34.6 1 5
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APPENDIX B
MEASURED DIMENSIONS OF TEST SPECIMENS
(Previous UMR Tests)
This Appendix contains measured dimensions of test specimens used
for previous UMR tests. Tables B. 1 through B. 4 are inc luded in this
appendix.
A total of 110 UMR tests were used in this study. Among these tests,
24 IOF specimens and 24 EOF specimens were used to investigate the one-
flange loading condition, 30 ITF specimens were used to investigate the
interior two-flange loading condition and 30 ETF specimens were used to
investigate the end two-flange loading condition. In the above
expressions, the designations of test specimens for previous UMR tests are
described below.









IOF- Interior One-Flange Loading
EOF- End One-Flange Loading
ITF- Interior Two-Flange Loading







In these tables, Table B.1 includes 24 specimens for the IOF-Series.
Table B.2 lists 26 specimens for the EOF-Series. Thirty (30) specimens are
included in Table B.3 for ITF-Series. Table B.4 lists 30 specimens for the
ETF-Series.
Table B.l
Measured Dimensions of Test Specimens, IOF- Series 14
(Previous UMR Tests)
Specimen t Bl B2 B3 B4 dl d2
No. (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. )
SU-I-IOF-l 0.0480 1.548 1.501 1.464 1.500 0.617 0.690
SU-l-IOF-2 0.0475 1.470 1.502 1.519 1.476 0.597 0.671
SU-l-IOF-5 0.0485 1.469 1.464 1.507 1.500 0.686 0.602
SU-I-IOF-6 0.0480 1.493 1.513 1.493 1.498 0.661 0.679
SU-2-IOF-l 0.0490 1.500 1.525 1.447 1.461 0.632 0.688
SU-2-IOF-2 0.0500 1.475 1.439 1.482 1.514 0.683 0.682
SU-2-IOF-5 0.0480 1.497 1.531 1.432 1.497 0.647 0.706
SU-2-IOF-6 0.0490 1.482 1.485 1.474 1.500 0.662 0.668
SU-5-IOF-l 0.0495 2.655 2.641 2.646 2.675 0.611 0.606
SU-5-IOF-2 0.0502 2.668 2.635 2.670 2.655 0.606 0.600
SU-5-IOF-3 0.0500 2.648 2.635 2.662 2.641 0.606 0.619
SU-5-IOF-4 0.0505 2.641 2.660 2.650 2.659 0.622 0.607
SU-5-IOF-5 0.0504 2.642 2.669 2.657 2.666 0.613 0.615
SU-5-IOF-6 0.0503 2.666 2.628 2.644 2.653 0.609 0.616
SU-6-IOF-l 0.0500 3.164 3.105 3.123 3.154 0.615 0.618
SU-6-IOF-2 0.0500 3.142 3.126 3.107 3.118 0.616 0.597
SU-6-IOF-3 0.0495 3.155 3.120 3.131 3.132 0.616 0.598
SU-6-IOF-4 0.0497 3.103 3.105 3.117 3.119 0.597 0.610
SU-6-IOF-5 0.0492 3.143 3.128 3.132 3.141 0.620 0.596
SU-6-IOF-6 0.0503 3.154 3.112 3.122 3.153 0.612 0.604
U-SU-17-IOF-5 0.0490 1.359 1.434 1.453 1.381
U-SU-17-IOF-6 0.0490 1.348 1.433 1.404 1. 367
U-SU-18-IOF-5 0.0490 2.148 2.203 2.177 2.200
U-SU-18-IOF-6 0.0490 2.169 2.200 2.148 2.179




Measured Dimensions of Test Specimens, IOF- Series14
(Previous UMR Tests)
Specimen D1 D2 BB h R L N1 N2
No. (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. )
SU-1-IOF-1 9.923 9.924 7 9.829 0.1330 42 1 4
SU-1-IOF-2 9.988 9.020 7 9.908 0.1250 42 1 4
SU-1-IOF-5 9.966 9.937 7 9.855 0.1250 42 3 4
SU-1-IOF-6 9.918 9.971 7 9.849 0.1250 42 3 4
SU-2-IOF-1 12.340 12.350 7 12.250 0.1250 48 1 4
SU-2-IOF-2 12.310 12.310 7 12.210 0.1250 48 1 4
SU-2-IOF-5 12.300 12.310 7 12.210 0.1250 48 3 4
SU-2-IOF-6 12.330 12.360 7 12.250 0.1250 48 3 4
SU-5-IOF-1 6.195 6.191 7 6.094 0.0938 30 1 5
SU-5-IOF-2 6.173 6.180 7 6.077 0.0938 30 1 5
SU-5-IOF-3 6.189 6.200 7 6.095 0.0977 30 2 5
SU-5-IOF-4 6.189 6.171 7 6.079 0.0938 30 2 5
SU-5-IOF-5 6.172 6.200 7 6.085 0.0898 30 3 5
SU-5-IOF-6 6.202 6.183 7 6.091 0.0938 30 3 5
SU-6-IOF-1 7.367 7.375 7 7.271 0.0938 30 1 5
SU-6-IOF-2 7.427 7.393 7 7.310 0.0859 30 1 5
SU-6-IOF-3 7.355 7.405 7 7.281 0.0898 30 2 5
SU-6-IOF-4 7.444 7.433 7 7.340 0.0938 30 2 5
SU-6-IOF-5 7.406 7.386 7 7.298 0.0938 30 3 5
SU-6-IOF-6 7.367 7.392 7 7.279 0.0898 30 3 5
U-SU-17-IOF-5 4.916 4.900 7 4.810 0.0470 26 3 4
U-SU-17-IOF-6 4.922 4.880 7 4.803 0.0470 26 3 4
U-SU-18- IOF-5 9.581 9.500 7 9.443 0.0470 40 3 4
U-SU-18-IOF-6 9.644 9.575 7 9.512 0.0470 40 3 4
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Table B.2
Measured Dimensions of Test Specimens, EOF- Series 14
(Previous UMR Tests)
Specimen t B1 B2 B3 B4 d1 d2
No. (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. )
SU-1-EOF-1 0.0475 1.496 1.524 1.512 1.463 0.617 0.677
SU-1-EOF-2 0.0480 1.491 1.454 1.495 1.520 0.696 0.610
SU-1-EOF-5 0.0490 1.515 1.512 1.491 1.497 0.649 0.619
SU-1-EOF-6 0.0500 1.515 1.550 1.514 1.465 0.604 0.667
SU-2-EOF-1 0.0485 1.470 1.455 1.441 1.460 0.698 0.719
SU-2-EOF-2 0.0480 1.457 1.466 1.464 1.455 0.714 0.729
SU-2-EOF-5 0.0480 1.453 1.454 1.450 1.433 0.693 0.750
SU-2-EOF-6 0.0470 1.443 1.488 1.473 1.495 0.727 0.691
SU-4-EOF-1 0.0500 2.159 2.169 2.157 2.165 0.610 0.620
SU-4-EOF-2 0.0500 2.161 2.153 2.157 2.140 0.613 0.625
SU-4-EOF-3 0.0496 2.165 2.149 2.166 2.161 0.619 0.615
SU-4-EOF-4 0.0495 2.165 2.150 2.169 2.157 0.620 0.600
SU-4-EOF-5 0.0500 2.170 2.160 2.169 2.166 0.610 0.595
SU-4-EOF-6 0.0490 2.150 2.154 2.159 2.145 0.618 0.603
SU-5-EOF-1 0.0500 2.694 2.696 2.647 2.663 0.603 0.599
SU-5-EOF-2 0.0511 2.698 2.635 2.663 2.691 0.613 0.614
SU-5-EOF-3 0.0510 2.655 2.647 2.662 2.641 0.614 0.596
SU-5-EOF-4 0.0505 2.637 2.658 2.637 2.650 0.619 0.609
SU-5-EOF-5 0.0506 2.662 2.654 2.633 2.668 0.616 0.604
SU-5-EOF-6 0.0501 2.661 2.644 2.666 2.646 0.615 0.602
SU-6-EOF-1 0.0498 3.137 3.133 3.144 3.141 0.607 0.611
SU-6-EOF-2 0.0495 3.156 3.112 3.122 3.141 0.617 0.607
SU-6-EOF-3 0.0493 3.118 3.134 3.132 3.153 0.619 0.597
SU-6-EOF-4 0.0490 3.143 3.130 3.117 3.167 0.605 0.609
SU-6-EOF-5 0.0500 3.140 3.144 3.144 3.135 0.610 0.603
SU-6-EOF-6 0.0500 3.170 3.109 3.122 3.151 0.604 0.606
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Table B.2 (Cont'd)
Measured Dimensions of Test Specimens, EOF- Series 14
(Previous UMR Tests)
Specimen D1 D2 BB h R L N1
N2
No. (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. )
SU-1-EOF-1 9.982 9.973 7 9.883 0.1250 42 5 1
SU-1-EOF-2 9.940 9.982 7 9.863 0.1250 42 5 1
SU-1-EOF-5 9.980 9.936 7 9.860 0.1250 42 5 3
SU-1-EOF-6 9.957 9.966 7 9.864 0.1406 42 5 3
SU-2-EOF-1 12.250 12.200 7 12.130 0.1250 48 5 1
SU-2-EOF-2 12.220 12.220 7 12.120 0.1250 48 5 1
SU-2-EOF-5 12.300 12.280 7 12.190 0.1250 48 5 3
SU-2-EOF-6 12.270 12.220 7 12.150 0.1250 48 5 3
SU-4-EOF-1 4.938 4.913 7 4.826 0.0870 30 5 1
SU-4-EOF-2 4.920 4.941 7 4.831 0.0781 30 5 1
SU-4-EOF-3 4.914 4.929 7 4.822 0.0859 30 5 2
SU-4-EOF-4 4.952 4.938 7 4.846 0.0876 30 5 2
SU-4-EOF-5 4.932 4.945 7 4.839 0.0846 30 5 3
SU-4-EOF-6 4.948 4.957 7 4.855 0.0859 30 5 3
SU-5-EOF-1 6.185 6.193 7 6.088 0.0938 30 5 1
SU-5-EOF-2 6.144 6.170 7 6.055 0.0898 30 5 1
SU-5-EOF-3 6.212 6.200 7 6.104 0.0938 30 5 2
SU-5-EOF-4 6.200 6.208 7 6.103 0.1016 30 5 2
SU-5-EOF-5 6.200 6.180 7 6.089 0.0938 30 5 3
SU-5-EOF-6 6.168 6.209 7 6.089 0.0938 30 5 3
SU-6-EOF-1 7.386 7.383 7 7.285 0.0859 30 5 1
SU-6-EOF-2 7.379 7.405 7 7.293 0.0938 30 5 1
SU-6-EOF-3 7.403 7.372 7 7.289 0.0859 30 5 2
SU-6-EOF-4 7.411 7.376 7 7.296 0.0977 30 5 2
SU-6-EOF-5 7.384 7.404 7 7.294 0.0938 30 5 3
SU-6-EOF-6 7.387 7.414 7 7.301 0.0938 30 5 3
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Table B.3
Measured Dimensions of Test Specimens, ITF- Series 14
(Previous UMR Tests)
Specimen t Bl B2 B3 B4 dl d2
No. (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. )
SU-1-ITF-1 0.0480 1.474 1.455 1.479 1.527 0.676 0.611
SU-I-ITF-2 0.0475 1.495 1.474 1.482 1.486 0.663 0.613
SU-1-ITF-5 0.0480 1.461 1.463 1.466 1.509 0.630 0.663
SU-1-ITF-6 0.0470 1.506 1.480 1.467 1.494 0.643 0.638
SU-2-ITF-1 0.0480 1.473 1.492 1.541 1.495 0.646 0.616
SU-2-ITF-2 0.0475 1.464 1.482 1.507 1.565 0.652 0.595
SU-2-ITF-5 0.0480 1.463 1.450 1.422 1.506 0.688 0.711
SU-2-ITF-6 0.0470 1.476 1.437 1.474 1.465 0.689 0.737
SU-4-ITF-1 0.0517 2.175 2.156 2.165 2.146 0.587 0.614
SU-4-ITF-2 0.0519 2.139 2.161 2.155 2.153 0.588 0.615
SU-4-ITF-3 0.0500 2.168 2.170 2.172 2.168 0.594 0.605
SU-4-ITF-4 0.0506 2.172 2.156 2.168 2.163 0.612 0.594
SU-4-ITF-5 0.0522 2.129 2.144 2.155 2.169 0.620 0.597
SU-4-ITF-6 0.0510 2.169 2.170 2.150 2.144 0.620 0.628
SU-5-ITF-1 0.0500 2.664 2.672 2.673 2.667 0.612 0.619
SU-5-ITF-2 0.0503 2.668 2.695 2.662 2.652 0.623 0.610
SU-5-ITF-3 0.0505 2.656 2.651 2.670 2.638 0.615 0.618
SU-5-ITF-4 0.0501 2.657 2.633 2.639 2.652 0.620 0.612
SU-5-ITF-5 0.0500 2.664 2.663 2.665 2.664 0.615 0.615
SU-5-ITF-6 0.0503 2.650 2.673 2.634 2.664 0.615 0.612
SU-6-ITF-1 0.0495 3.165 3.172 3.125 3.123 0.615 0.610
SU-6-ITF-2 0.0496 3.176 3.134 3.125 3.126 0.605 0.619
SU-6-ITF-3 0.0500 3.137 3.153 3.138 3.133 0.608 0.616
SU-6-ITF-4 0.0495 3.166 3.136 3.123 3.137 0.600 0.613
SU-6-ITF-5 0.0504 3.136 3.114 3.124 3.137 0.622 0.614
SU-6-ITF-6 0.0490 3.161 3.159 3.129 3.120 0.626 0.597
U-SU-17-ITF-5 0.0495 1.371 1.472 1.458 1. 392
U-SU-17-ITF-6 0.0490 1.417 1.483 1.482 1.451
U-SU-19-ITF-5 0.0490 0.600 0.598 0.600 0.600
U-SU-19-ITF-6 0.0490 0.592 0.591 0.608 0.600
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Table B.3 (Cont'd)
Measured Dimensions of Test Specimens, ITF- Series 14
(Previous UMR Tests)
Specimen Dl D2 BB h R L N1 N2
No. (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in.) (in. ) (in. ) (in. )
SU-I-ITF-l 9.960 9.950 7 9.859 0.1250 21 1
SU-1-ITF-2 9.964 9.922 7 9.848 0.1250 21 1
SU-1-ITF-5 9.991 9.918 7 9.859 0.1250 21 3
SU-1-ITF-6 9.975 9.943 7 9.863 0.1250 21 3
SU-2-ITF-l 12.360 12.320 7 12.240 0.1250 24 1
SU-2-ITF-2 12.300 12.310 7 12.210 0.1250 24 1
SU-2-ITF-5 12.210 12.300 7 12.160 0.1250 24 3
SU-2-ITF-6 12.280 12.150 7 12.120 0.1250 24 3
SU-4-ITF-l 4.919 4.968 7 4.840 0.0938 15 1
SU-4-ITF-2 4.959 4.961 7 4.856 0.0938 15 1
SU-4-ITF-3 4.929 4.952 7 4.841 0.0938 15 2
SU-4-ITF-4 4.959 4.955 7 4.856 0.0940 15 2
SU-4-ITF-5 4.958 4.935 7 4.842 0.1054 15 3
SU-4-ITF-6 4.932 4.925 7 4.827 0.1015 15 3
SU-5-ITF-l 6.191 6.166 7 6.079 0.0938 15 1
SU-5-ITF-2 6.180 6.161 7 6.070 0.0938 15 1
SU-5-ITF-3 6.191 6.193 7 6.091 0.0938 15 2
SU-5-ITF-4 6.174 6.174 7 6.074 0.0938 15 2
SU-5-ITF-5 6.156 6.162 7 6.059 0.0898 15 3
SU-5-ITF-6 6.187 6.163 7 6.074 0.0898 15 3
SU-6-ITF-l 7.357 7.351 7 7.255 0.0938 15 1
SU-6-ITF-2 7.348 7.402 7 7.276 0.0859 15 1
SU-6-ITF-3 7.363 7.357 7 7.260 0.0859 15 2
SU-6-ITF-4 7.369 7.391 7 7.281 0.0938 15 2
SU-6-ITF-5 7.372 7.379 7 7.277 0.0938 15 3
SU-6-ITF-6 7.362 7.394 7 7.280 0.0938 15 3
U-SU-17-ITF-5 4.873 4.843 7 4.759 0.0470 13 3
U-SU-17-ITF-6 4.824 4.797 7 4.713 0.0470 13 3
U-SU-19-ITF-5 9.622 9.633 7 9.530 0.0470 20 3
U-SU-19-ITF-6 9.708 9.673 7 9.593 0.0470 20 3
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Table B.4
Measured Dimensions of Test Specimens, ETF- Series 14
(Previous UMR Tests)
Specimen t B1 B2 B3 B4 d1 d2
No. (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in.) (in. )
SU-1-ETF-1 0.0460 1.480 1.474 1.476 1.484 0.650 0.643
SU-1-ETF-2 0.0470 1.472 1.476 1.451 1.510 0.663 0.641
SU-1-ETF-5 0.0475 1.475 1.452 1.493 1.471 0.648 0.658
SU-1-ETF-6 0.0480 1.433 1.473 1.475 1.483 0.649 0.653
SU-2-ETF-1 0.0470 1.531 1.485 1.470 1.439 0.630 0.711
SU-2-ETF-2 0.0490 1.498 1.555 1.442 1.467 0.614 0.710
SU-2-ETF-5 0.0470 1.527 1.499 1.448 1.442 0.628 0.685
SU-2-ETF-6 0.0490 1.492 1.524 1.444 1.447 0.638 0.692
SU-4-ETF-1 0.0500 2.152 2.146 2.120 2.120 0.593 0.620
SU-4-ETF-2 0.0515 2.164 2.160 2.145 2.172 0.617 0.608
SU-4-ETF-3 0.0510 2.156 2.145 2.170 2.150 0.601 0.590
SU-4-ETF-4 0.0510 2.172 2.170 2.166 2.168 0.609 0.600
SU-4-ETF-5 0.0500 2.173 2.156 2.163 2.141 0.589 0.605
SU-4-ETF-6 0.0500 2.158 2.174 2.172 2.172 0.611 0.598
SU-5-ETF-1 0.0505 2.676 2.659 2.662 2.669 0.606 0.613
SU-5-ETF-2 0.0508 2.661 2.648 2.639 2.661 0.617 0.605
SU-5-ETF-3 0.0507 2.662 2.655 2.657 2.676 0.593 0.606
SU-5-ETF-4 0.0501 2.672 2.654 2.665 2.661 0.603 0.619
SU-5-ETF-5 0.0509 2.653 2.661 2.645 2.661 0.612 0.614
SU-5-ETF-6 0.0503 2.669 2.641 2.654 2.657 0.618 0.612
SU-6-ETF-1 0.0490 3.166 3.139 3.126 3.117 0.609 0.614
SU-6-ETF-2 0.0500 3.170 3.134 3.124 3.172 0.613 0.602
SU-6-ETF-3 0.0491 3.152 3.105 3.110 3.141 0.623 0.616
SU-6-ETF-4 0.0496 3.136 3.129 3.140 3.175 0.603 0.607
SU-6-ETF-5 0.0495 3.112 3.134 3.137 3.114 0.607 0.607
SU-6-ETF-6 0.0500 3.157 3.156 3.115 3.119 0.599 0.614
U-SU-17-ETF-5 0.0485 1.400 1.357 1.384 1.404
U-SU-17-ETF-6 0.0490 1.453 1.428 1.343 1.338
U-SU-19-ETF-5 0.0490 0.588 0.579 0.593 0.594
U-SU-19-ETF-6 0.0490 0.609 0.612 0.612 0.608
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Table B.4 (Cont'd)
Measured Dimensions of Test Specimens, ETF- Series 14
(Previous UMR Tests)
Specimen D1 D2 BB h R L N1 NZ
No. (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. ) (in. )
SU-I-ETF-l 9.919 9.915 7 9.825 0.1250 21 1
SU-I-ETF-2 9.922 9.954 7 9.844 0.1250 21 1
SU-I-ETF-5 9.956 9.928 7 9.847 0.1250 21 3
SU-I-ETF-6 9.959 9.939 7 9.853 0.1250 21 3
SU-2-ETF-1 12.300 12.310 7 12.210 0.1250 24 1
SU-2-ETF-2 12.310 12.310 7 12.210 0.1250 24 1
SU-2-ETF-5 12.340 12.320 7 12.240 0.1250 24 3
SU-2-ETF-6 12.320 12.320 7 12.220 0.1250 24 3
SU-4-ETF-l 4.971 4.957 7 4.864 0.0938 15 1
SU-4-ETF-2 4.945 4.935 7 4.837 0.1015 15 1
SU-4-ETF-3 4.953 4.949 7 4.849 0.0938 15 2
SU-4-ETF-4 4.912 4.943 7 4.825 0.0938 15 2
SU-4-ETF-5 4.930 4.952 7 4.841 0.0938 15 3
SU-4-ETF-6 4.940 4.930 7 4.835 0.0938 15 3
SU-5-ETF-l 6.150 6.180 7 6.064 0.0898 15 1
SU-5-ETF-2 6.196 6.198 7 6.095 0.0898 15 1
SU-5-ETF-3 6.200 6.208 7 6.103 0.0938 15 2
SU-5-ETF-4 6.204 6.167 7 6.086 0.1016 15 2
SU-5-ETF-5 6.184 6.167 7 6.074 0.0938 15 3
SU-5-ETF-6 6.191 6.183 7 6.086 0.0938 15 3 --.
SU-6-ETF-l 7.362 7.392 7 7.279 0.0938 15 1
SU-6-ETF-2 7.368 7.376 7 7.272 0.0938 15 1
SU-6-ETF-3 7.380 7.379 7 7.282 0.0977 15 2
SU-6-ETF-4 7.386 7.372 7 7.280 0.0938 15 2
SU-6-ETF-5 7.411 7.406 7 7.310 0.0938 15 3
SU-6-ETF-6 7.389 7.384 7 7.287 0.0938 15 3
U-SU-17-ETF-5 4.945 4.952 7 4.852 0.0470 13 3
U-SU-17-ETF-6 4.925 4.934 7 4.832 0.0470 13 3
U-SU-19-ETF-5 9.464 9.460 7 9.545 0.0470 20 3
U-SU-19-ETF-6 9.633 9.621 7 9.529 0.0470 20 3
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APPENDIX C
PARA~fETERS AND SECTIONAL PROPERTIES OF TEST SPECIMENS
This Appendix contains five tables concerning relevant parameters
and sectional properties of test specimens used in this program for web
crippling tests.
A total of 112 specimens were tested in this study. Among these
tests, 60 specimens were tested for one-flange loading condition, 28
specimens were tested for interior two-flange loading condition and 24
specimens were tested for end two-flange loading condition.
In these tables, the specimens included in Tables C.S, C.4, and C.2
were used for the first, second, and third cases of the one-flange loading
condition, respectively. Specimens Nos. A-3 through A-8, and A-2l through
A-26 included in Table C.l and Specimens Nos. Cl-3 through Cl-lO, and Cl-
13 through C-20 included in Table C.3 were used for the interior two-
flange loading condition. Specimens Nos. A-9 through A-18, and A-27
through A-36 listed in Table C.l and Specimens Nos. Cl-l, Cl-2, C-ll, and




Parameters and Sectional Properties of Test Specimens, A- Series
SPecimen N1/t N2/t hit R/t Fy L/h N1/h
No. (ksi)
A-3 39.60 95.94 1.55 48.55 0.908 0.412
A-4 39.60 95.88 1.55 48.55 0.908 0.413
A-5 40.00 96.70 1.56 48.55 1.902 0.413
A-6 40.00 96.44 1.56 48.55 1. 907 0.414
A-7 40.00 96.84 1.56 48.55 2.891 0.413
A-8 40.00 96.96 1.56 48.55 2.887 0.412
A-9 39.37 95.28 1.54 48.55 0.661 0.413
A-10 39.45 95.46 1.54 48.55 0.661 0.413
A-11 39.22 94.63 1.53 48.55 0.911 0.414
A-12 39.22 94.82 1.53 48.55 0.909 0.413
A-13 39.22 94.57 1.53 48.55 1.161 0.414
A-14 39.22 94.41 1.53 48.55 1.163 0.415
A-15 40.00 96.00 1.56 48.55 1.416 0.416
A-16 40.00 96.00 1.56 48.55 1.416 0.416
A-17 40.00 96.72 1.56 48.55 1.654 0.413
A-18 40.00 96.50 1.56 48.55 1.658 0.414
A-21 38.83 113.30 1.52 51.05 0.839 0.343
A-22 39.21 114.41 1.53 51.05 0.839 0.342
A-23 38.68 112.57 1.51 51.05 1.838 0.344
A-24 39.22 113.53 1.53 51.05 1.848 0.345
A-25 38.46 112.11 1.50 51.05 2.830 0.343
A-26 38.84 113.24 1.52 51.05 2.829 0.343
A-27 38.84 113.36 1.52 51.05 0.591 0.343
A-28 38.83 113.34 1.52 51.05 0.591 0.343
A-29 38.84 112.62 1.52 51.05 0.845 0.345
A-30 38.84 112.87 1.52 51.05 0.843 0.344
A-31 38.46 112.08 1.50 51.05 1.089 0.343
A-32 38.84 113.32 1.52 51.05 1.088 0.343
A-33 38.84 113.17 1.52 51.05 1.338 0.343
A-34 38.84 113.13 1.52 51.05 1.339 0.343
A-35 39.22 114.39 1.53 51.05 1.586 0.343
A-36 39.22 114.31 1.53 51.05 1.586 0.343
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Table C.2
Parameters and Sectional Properties of Test Specimens, B- Series
Specimen N1/t N2/t hit R/t Fy L/h N1/h
No. (ksi)
B-1 39.21 19.61 94.61 1.53 48.55 0.829 0.414
B-2 39.22 19.61 94.51 1.53 48.55 0.829 0.414
B-3 39.21 19.60 94.58 1.53 48.55 1.347 0.414
B-4 40.00 20.00 96.68 1.56 48.55 1.344 0.413
B-5 40.00 20.00 96.86 1.56 48.55 1.858 0.412
B-6 40.00 20.00 96.60 1.56 48.55 1.857 0.412
B-7 40.00 20.00 96.00 1.56 48.55 2.395 0.416
B-8 40.00 20.00 96.00 1.56 48.55 2.395 0.416
B-9 40.00 20.00 96.00 1.56 48.55 2.875 0.416
B-10 40.00 20.00 96.36 1.56 48.55 2.801 0.415
B-ll 40.40 20.20 122.32 1.42 47.42 0.660 0.330
B-12 40.40 20.20 122.26 1.42 47.42 0.660 0.330
B-13 40.40 20.20 122.62 1.42 47.42 1.169 0.329
B-14 40.40 20.20 122.34 1.42 47.42 1.172 0.330
B-15 40.00 20.00 121. 00 1.41 47.42 1.694 0.330
B-16 40.40 20.20 122.57 1.42 47.42 1.689 0.329
B-17 40.00 20.00 121. 20 1.41 47.42 2.186 0.330
B-18 40.40 20.20 121. 82 1.42 47.42 2.197 0.331
B-19 40.82 20.41 123.43 1.43 47.42 2.686 0.330
B-20 40.40 20.20 122.42 1.42 47.42 2.681 0.330
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Table C.3
Parameters and Sectional Properties of Test Specimens t C1- Series
Specimen N1/t N2/t hit R/t Fy L/h - N1/h
No. (ksi)
C1-1 40.40 98.42 1.58 48.55 1.949 0.410
Cl-2 40.00 97.82 1.56 48.55 1.942 0.408
Cl-3 39.22 95.53 1.53 48.55 1.436 0.410
Cl-4 39.22 95.63 1.53 48.55 1.435 0.410
Cl-5 40.40 98.75 1.58 48.55 2.434 0.409
Cl-6 40.40 98.59 1.58 48.55 2.438 0.409
Cl-7 39.22 94.82 1.53 48.55 3.473 0.413
Cl-8 40.00 96.92 1.56 48.55 3.466 0.412
Cl-9 40.00 97.22 1.56 48.55 4.464 0.411
C1-10 39.22 93.92 1.53 48.55 4.530 0.417
C1-11 44.44 125.89 1.56 38.95 1.924 0.353
Cl-12 43.48 126.09 1.,53 38.95 1.879 0.344
Cl-13 43.96 125.71 1.55 38.95 1.381 0.349
Cl-14 43.96 125.98 1.55 38.95 1.378 0.348
Cl-15 43.48 124.74 1.53 38.95 2.405 0.348
Cl-16 43.67 124.78 1.53 38.95 2.414 0.349
Cl-17 43.48 127.90 1.53 38.95 3.348 0.339
Cl-18 43.67 125.61 1.53 38.95 3.424 0.347
Cl-19 39.22 114.77 1. 38 51.05 4.373 0.341
Cl-20 38.46 112.54 1. 35 51.05 4.374 0.341
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Table C.4
Parameters and Sectional Properties of Test Specimens, C2- Series
Specimen N/t N2/t hit R/t Fy Llh N1/h
No. (ksi)
C2-1 98.43 19.69 95.00 1.54 48.55 1.450 1.036
C2-2 98.04 19.61 96.71 1.53 48.55 1.419 1.013
C2-3 100.00 20.00 96.90 1.56 48.55 2.456 1.031
C2-4 99.01 19.80 95.78 1.55 48.55 2.460 1.033
C2-5 100.81 20.16 96.78 1.58 48.55 3.520 1.041
C2-6 100.00 20.00 96.62 1.56 48.55 3.498 1.034
C2-7 100.00 20.00 97.10 1.56 48.55 4.490 1.029
C2-8 99.21 19.84 96.03 1.55 48.55 4.504 1.033
C2-9 100.00 20.00 96.90 1.56 48.55 5.510 1.031
C2-10 100.00 20.00 96.70 1.56 48.55 5.522 1.034
C2-11 108.70 21.74 126.37 1.53 38.94 1.204 0.860
C2-12 108.70 21.74 125.87 1.53 38.94 1.208 0.863
C2-13 99.01 19.80 116.36 1.40 51.05 2.295 0.850
C2-14 99.01 19.80 116.63 1. 39 51.05 2.190 0.848
C2-15 96.15 19.23 112.62 1. 35 51.05 3.210 0.853
C2-16 96.15 19.23 112.98 1. 35 51.05 3.200 0.851
C2-17 96.15 19.23 112.65 1. 35 51.05 4.216 0.853
C2-18 96.15 19.23 112.40 1. 35 51.05 4.225 0.855
C2-19 97.09 19.42 112.85 1. 37 51.05 5.264 0.860
C2-20 96.15 19.23 112.31 1. 35 51.05 5.239 0.856
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Table C.5
Parameters and Sectional Properties of Test Specimens, C3- Series
Specimen N1/t N2/t hit R/t Fy L/h N1/h
No. Cksi)
C3-1 20.00 100.00 96.28 1.56 48.55 2.285 0.207
C3-2 20.00 100.00 96.64 1.56 48.55 2.276 0.206
C3-3 20.00 100.00 97.14 1.56 48.55 3.273 0.205
C3-4 20.00 100.00 97.16 1.56 48.55 3.272 0.205
C3-5 19.61 98.04 94.78 1.53 48.55 4.302 0.206
C3-6 20.00 100.00 96.92 1.56 48.55 4.292 0.206
C3-7 20.00 100.00 97.08 1.56 48.55 5.294 0.206
C3-8 20.00 100.00 97.16 1.56 48.55 5.290 0.205
C3-9 20.20 101. 01 97.92 1.58 48.55 6.313 0.206
C3-10 20.00 100.00 96.84 1.56 48.55 6.319 0.206
C3-11 22.22 111.11 129.13 1. 91 38.94 1.892 0.172
C3-12 22.22 111.11 129.42 1. 91 38.94 1.888 0.171
C3-13 21. 98 109.90 127.47 1. 89 38.94 2.913 0.172
C3-14 21. 98 109.90 128.31 1. 89 38.94 2.894 0.171
C3-15 20.20 101. 01 122.63 1.42 47.42 3.756 0.164
C3-16 20.41 102.04 123.61 1.43 47.42 3.764 0.165
C3-17 19.05 95.24 109.14 1. 34 54.00 5.008 0.174
C3-18 19.23 96.15 110.12 1. 35 54.00 5.012 0.174
C3-19 19.23 96.15 111.54 1. 35 54.00 5.965 0.172
C3-20 19.23 96.15 111. 54 1. 35 54.00 5.965 0.172
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APPENDIX D
PARAMETERS AND SECTIONAL PROPERTIES OF TEST SPECIMENS
(Previous UMR Tests)
This Appendix contains relevant parameters and sectional properties
used for previous UMR tests. Tables D.1 through D.4 are included in this
appendix.
A total of 110 UMR tests were used in this study. Among these tests,
24 IOF specimens and 24 EOF specimens were used to investigate the one-
flange loading condition, 30 ITF specimens were used to investigate the
interior two-flange loading condition and 30 ETF specimens were used to
investigate the end two-flange loading condition. The designation of test
specimens for previous UMR tests are described in APPENDIX B.
In these tables, Table D.1 includes 24 specimens for the IOF-Series.
Table D.2 lists 26 specimens for the EOF-Series. Thirty (30) specimens are




Parameters and Sectional Properties of Test Specimens, IOF- Series
(Previous UMR Tests)
Specimen N1/t N2/t hit R/t Fy L/h N1/h
No. (ksi)
SU-1-IOF-1 20.83 83.33 204.77 2.77 43.82 4.273 0.101
SU-1-IOF-2 21.05 84.21 208.58 2.63 43.82 4.239 0.100
SU-1-IOF-5 61.85 82.47 203.19 2.57 43.88 4.261 0.304
SU-1-IOF-6 62.50 83.33 205.18 2.60 43.82 4.264 0.304
SU-2-IOF-1 20.40 81. 63 250.00 2.55 43.82 3.918 0.081
SU-2-IOF-2 20.00 80.00 244.20 2.50 43.82 3.931 0.081
SU-2-IOF-5 62.50 83.33 254.37 2.60 43.82 3.931 0.245
SU-2-IOF-6 61.22 81.63 250.00 2.55 43.82 3.918 0.244
SU-5-IOF-1 20.20 101. 01 123.11 1. 89 47.12 4.922 0.164
SU-5-IOF-2 19.92 99.60 121. 05 1. 86 47.12 4.936 0.154
SU-5-IOF-3 40.00 100.00 121. 90 1. 87 47.12 4.922 0.328
SU-5-IOF-4 39.60 99.01 120.37 1. 85 47.12 4.935 0.329
SU-5-IOF-5 59.52 99.20 120.73 1. 78 47.12 4.930 0.493
SU-5-IOF-6 59.64 99.40 121. 09 1. 78 47.12 4.925 0.492
SU-6-IOF-1 20.00 100.00 145.42 1.87 47.12 4.125 0.137
SU-6-IOF-2 20.00 100.00 146.20 1.71 47.12 4.103 0.136
SU-6-IOF-3 40.40 101. 01 147.09 1.81 47.12 4.120 0.274
SU-6-IOF-4 40.24 100.60 147.68 1. 88 47.12 4.087 0.272
SU-6-IOF-5 60.97 101. 62 148.33 1. 90 47.12 4.110 0.411
SU-6-IOF-6 59.64 99.40 144.71 1. 78 47.12 4.121 0.412
U-SU-17 - IOF-5 61.22 81. 63 98.16 0.96 36.26 5.405 0.623
U-SU-17-IOF-6 61.22 81.63 98.02 0.96 36.26 5.413 0.624
U-SU-18-IOF-5 61.22 81.63 192.71 0.96 36.26 4.235 0.317
U-SU-1B-IOF-6 61.22 B1.63 194.12 0.96 36.26 4.205 0.315
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Table D.2
Parameters and Sectional Properties of Test Specimens, EOF- Series
(Previous UMR Tests)
Specimen N1/t N/t hit R/t Fy L/h N/h
No. (ksi)
SU-1-EOF-1 105.26 21.05 208.06 2.63 43.82 4.249 0.505
SU-1-EOF-2 104.17 20.83 205.52 2.60 43.82 4.257 0.506
SU-1-EOF-5 102.04 61. 22 201. 22 2.55 43.82 4.259 0.507
SU-1-EOF-6 100.00 60.00 197.28 2.82 43.82 4.257 0.506
SU-2-EOF-1 103.09 20.62 250.13 2.58 43.82 3.957 0.412
SU-2-EOF-2 104.17 20.83 252.50 2.60 43.82 3.960 0.412
SU-2-EOF-5 104.17 62.50 253.96 2.60 43.82 3.937 0.410
SU-2-EOF-6 106.38 63.83 258.51 2.66 43.82 3.950 0.411
SU-4-EOF-1 100.00 20.00 96.52 1. 74 47.12 6.216 1.036
SU-4-EOF-2 100.00 20.00 96.62 1.56 47.12 6.209 1.034
SU-4-EOF-3 100.81 40.32 97.22 1. 73 47.12 6.221 1.036
SU-4-EOF-4 101. 01 40.40 97.90 1.77 47.12 6.190 1.031
SU-4-EOF-S 100.00 60.00 96.78 1.69 47.12 6.199 1.033
SU-4-EOF-6 102.04 61.22 99.08 1. 75 47.12 6.179 1.029
SU-S-EOF-1 100.00 20.00 121. 76 1.88 47.12 4.927 0.821
SU-5-EOF-2 97.85 19.57 118.49 1. 76 47.12 4.954 0.825
SU-S-EOF-3 98.04 39.22 119.69 1.84 47.12 4.914 0.819
SU-S-EOF-4 99.01 39.60 120.85 2.01 47.12 4.915 0.819
SU-S-EOF-5 98.81 59.29 120.34 1.85 47.12 4.926 0.821
SU-S-EOF-6 99.80 59.88 121. 54 1.87 47.12 4.926 0.821
SU-6-EOF-1 100.40 20.08 146.29 1.72 47.12 4.118 0.686
SU-6-EOF-2 101. 01 20.20 147.33 1.89 47.12 4.113 0.685
SU-6-EOF-3 101. 42 40.57 147.85 1. 72 47.12 4.115 0.685
SU-6-EOF-4 102.04 40.82 148.90 1. 99 47.12 4.111 0.685
SU-6-EOF-5 100.00 60.00 145.88 1.88 47.12 4.112 0.685
SU-6-EOF-6 100.00 60.00 146.02 1.88 47.12 4.109 0.684
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Table D.3
Parameters and Sectional Properties of Test Specimens, ITF- Series
(Previous UMR Tests)
SPecimen N1/t N2/t hit R/t Fy L/h N1/h
No. (ksi)
SU-1-ITF-1 20.83 205.40 2.60 43.82 2.130 0.101
SU-1-ITF-2 21.05 207.32 2.63 43.82 2.132 0.101
SU-1-ITF-5 62.50 205.40 2.60 43.82 2.130 0.304
SU-1-ITF-6 63.83 209.85 2.66 43.82 2.129 0.304
SU-2-ITF-1 20.83 255.00 2.60 43.82 1.960 0.081
SU-2-ITF-2 21.05 257.05 2.63 43.82 1.965 0.081
SU-2-ITF-5 62.50 253.33 2.60 43.82 1. 973 0.246
SU-2-ITF-6 63.83 257.87 2.66 43.83 1. 980 0.247
SU-4-ITF-l 19.34 93.62 1.81 47.12 3.099 0.206
SU-4-ITF-2 19.27 93.57 1.81 47.12 3.088 0.205
SU-4-ITF-3 40.00 96.82 1.88 47.12 3.098 0.413
SU-4-ITF-4 39.53 95.97 1.86 47.12 3.088 0.411
SU-4-ITF-5 57.47 92.76 2.02 47.12 3.097 0.619
SU-4-ITF-6 58.82 96.65 2.06 47.12 3.107 0.621
SU-5-ITF-1 20.00 121. 58 1.88 47.12 2.467 0.164
SU-5-ITF-2 19.88 120.68 1.86 47.12 2.471 0.164
SU-5-ITF-3 39.60 120.61 1.86 47.12 2.462 0.328
SU-5-ITF-4 39.92 121.24 1.87 47.12 2.469 0.329
SU-5-ITF-5 60.00 121.18 1.80 47.12 2.475 0.495
SU-5-ITF-6 59.64 120.76 1. 79 47.12 2.469 0.439
SU-6-ITF-l 20.20 146.57 1.89 47.12 2.067 0.137
SU-6-ITF-2 20.16 146.70 1. 73 47.12 2.061 0.137
SU-6-ITF-3 40.00 145.20 1.72 47.12 2.066 0.275
SU-6-ITF-4 40.40 147.09 1.89 47.12 2.060 0.274
SU-6-ITF-5 59.52 144.39 1.86 47.12 2.061 0.412
SU-6-ITF-6 61.22 148.57 1. 97 47.12 2.060 0.412
U-SU-17-ITF-5 60.61 96.14 0.95 36.26 2.731 0.630
U-SU-17-ITF-6 61.22 96.18 0.96 36.26 2.758 0.636
U-SU-19-ITF-5 61.22 194.50 0.96 36.26 2.098 0.314
U-SU-19-ITF-6 61.22 195.78 0.96 36.26 2.084 0.312
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Table D.4
Parameters and Sectional Properties of Test Specimens, ETF- Series
(Previous UMR Tests)
Specimen N1/t N2/t hIt R/t Fy L/h N1/h
No. (ksi)
SU-1-ETF-1 21.74 213.59 2.72 43.82 2.137 0.101
SU-1-ETF-2 21. 28 209.45 2.66 43.82 2.133 0.101
SU-1-ETF-5 63.16 207.31 2.63 43.82 2.132 0.304
SU-1-ETF-6 62.50 205.27 2.60 43.82 2.131 0.304
SU-2-ETF-1 21. 28 259.79 2.66 43.82 1. 965 0.081
SU-2-ETF-2 20.41 249.18 2.55 43.82 1. 965 0.081
SU-2-ETF-5 63.83 260.43 2.66 43.82 1.960 0.245
SU-2-ETF-6 61. 22 249.39 2.55 43.82 1.963 0.245
SU-4-ETF-1 20.00 97.28 1.88 47.12 3.083 0.205
SU-4-ETF-2 19.42 93.92 2.04 47.12 3.101 0.206
SU-4-ETF-3 39.22 95.08 1.84 47.12 3.093 0.412
SU-4-ETF-4 39.22 94.61 1.84 47.12 3.108 0.414
SU-4-ETF-5 60.00 96.82 1.88 47.12 3.098 0.619
SU-4-ETF-6 60.00 96.70 1.88 47.12 3.102 0.620
SU-5-ETF-1 19.80 120.08 1. 78 47.12 2.473 0.164
SU-5-ETF-2 19.69 119.98 1. 77 47.12 2.461 0.164
SU-5-ETF-3 39.45 120.38 1.85 47.12 2.457 0.327
SU-5-ETF-4 39.92 121. 48 2.03 47.12 2.464 0.328
SU-5-ETF-5 58.94 119.33 1.84 47.12 2.469 0.493
SU-5-ETF-6 59.64 120.99 1.86 47.12 2.464 0.492
SU-6-ETF-1 20.41 148.55 1. 91 47.12 2.060 0.137
SU-6-ETF-2 20.00 145.44 1.87 47.12 2.062 0.137
SU-6-ETF-3 40.73 148.31 1.99 47.12 2.059 0.274
SU-6-ETF-4 40.32 146.77 1.89 47.12 2.060 0.274
SU-6-ETF-5 60.61 147.68 1.89 47.12 2.051 0.410
SU-6-ETF-6 60.00 145.74 1.88 47.12 2.058 0.411
U-SU-17-ETF-5 61.86 100.04 0.97 36.26 2.679 0.618
U-SU-17-ETF-6 61. 22 98.61 0.96 36.26 2.690 0.620
U-SU-19-ETF-5 61. 22 194.80 0.96 36.26 2.095 0.314
U-SU-19-ETF-6 61. 22 194.47 0.96 36.26 2.098 0.314
